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Abstract 
  
 Coherent optical orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (CO-OFDM) is 
highly tolerant against channel impairments such as chromatic dispersion (CD) and 
polarization-mode dispersion (PMD) because of the added cyclic prefix (CP). To 
make CO-OFDM work, the signal must be preprocessed before the received one can 
be demodulated; additionally, CD and PMD compensation must be don after the 
received signal has been demodulated. Two important issues for OFDM receiver 
preprocessing are treated.  
 The first issue is synchronization. It is the alignment of the starting point of the 
OFDM symbols to acquire the fast Fourier transform (FFT) window. In case of 
mismatch, intersymbol interference (ISI) and intercarrier interference (ICI) will occur. 
A simple and powerful method to detect the starting point of OFDM frames, and to 
compensate for IQ swapping and inversion is proposed. The second issue is carrier 
frequency offset (CFO) correction. CFO leads directly to ICI. Two steps RF-pilot 
based method is proposed. Only one pilot tone is needed. 
 Next, for channel compensation, several pilots are uniformly inserted into each 
OFDM symbol. The proposed method can continuously track the effect of CD 
symbol-by-symbol, and it outperforms the common phase error method (CPE) 
method. It is performed in the frequency domain after the FFT unit to recover the 
information. 
 For long-haul communication, the accumulated CD effect becomes very large. 
To neglect ISI due to CD, the CP length must be large as well. However, these 
additional samples reduce the effective data rate, and the laser phase noise (PN) 
becomes a serious problem. Therefore, reduction or neglecting of CP for OFDM 
symbol is very attractive for our investigation. To increase the ISI tolerance, this 
thesis investigates the predistortion of OFDM symbols by the windowing method 
where a half and a full window are considered. All of them are done in the time 
domain. 
Zusammenfassung 
  
 Kohärent optisches orthogonales Frequenzmultiplexverfahren (CO-OFDM) ist 
robust gegenüber Beeinträchtigungen aufgrund der Übertragungsstrecke wie 
chromatische Dispersion (CD) und Polarisationsdispersion (PMD) aufgrund des 
hinzugefügten zyklischen Präfixes (CP). Um CO-OFDM, muss das Signal in 
gewissem Maß vorverarbeitet werden. Werden zwei wichtige Gesichtspunkte für die 
Vorverarbeitung im OFDM-Empfänger behandelt. 
 Der erste Gesichtspunkt ist die Synchronisation, die Ausrichtung der 
Startpunkte, Bei Nichtübereinstimmung gibt es Inter-Symbol-Interferenz (ISI) und 
Interferenz zwischen den einzelnen Trägern (ICI). Eine einfache und wirksame 
Methode zur exakten Detektion des Startpunkts der OFDM-Symbole sowie 
Kompensation von IQ-Übersprechen und IQ-Inversion wird an dieser Stelle 
vorgeschlagen. Der zweite Gesichtspunkt ist Kompensation des Offset der 
Trägerfrequenz (CFO). CFO direkt zu ICI führt. Eine zweistufige auf einem RF-
Pilotsignal basierende Methode wird hierbei vorgeschlagen. Nur ein Pilotsignal 
gebraucht. 
 Als nächstes werden zur Kompensation der Auswirkung der 
Übertragungsstrecke in jedes OFDM Symbol mehrere gleichmäßig verteilte 
Pilotfrequenzen eingefügt. Die hierbei vorgeschlagene Methode kann die Auswirkung 
der CD von Symbol zu Symbol nachverfolgen und übertrifft dabei die häufig 
verwendete Methode des gemeinsamen Phasenfehlers (CPE).  
 Bei langen Übertragungsstrecken häuft sich viel CD an. Um dennoch ISI 
vernachlässigen zu können, muß das CP sehr groß sein. Leider führen diese 
zusätzlichen Abtastpunkte einerseits zu einer Reduktion der effektiven Datenrate, 
andererseits wird Phasenrauschen des Lasers zu einem ernsthaften Problem.  
 Die Reduktion des CP für OFDM sehr interessant für unsere Untersuchung. 
Demnach schlägt diese Dissertation für die Erhöhung der ISI-Toleranz eine 
Vorverzerung durch Fensterung vor, wobei Fenster für halbe wie ganze 
Symboldauern Verwendung finden. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 
Introduction and Motivation 
 
1.1 Overview 
 It is well-known that the demand of the Internet application is currently 
increasing, especially in multimedia field. These applications include YouTube, 
Internet protocol television (IPTV), and live internet video streaming. A high capacity 
telecommunication facility to serve these modern applications is required. A high 
capacity media, e.g., fiber-to-the-home (FTTH), will be introduced to every 
household in a very near future [1]. To fulfill these high capacity demands, it would 
be needed to operate backbone networks with multiplexed transmission systems; one 
of the most common multiplexing techniques used presently is wavelength-division 
multiplexing (WDM) [2-3]. However, each WDM channel bandwidth is limited to 50 
GHz or 100 GHz only. Therefore, another solution to increase the capacity of the 
same spectrum bandwidth is needed. One solution is to develop a more advanced 
modulation format that can carry more bits of information per symbol and provide 
greater bandwidth efficiency. Examples include quaternary phase-shift keying 
(QPSK) and 16-quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) modulation format, which 
offer 2 and 4 symbols, respectively. There are variations in QAM, such as 16-QAM, 
32-QAM, 64-QAM and so on, which are generally referred to M-ary QAM. For 
instance, if the sampling rate of 50 Gs/s (or Giga baud) and 16-QAM is used, the total 
bit rate is 200 Gb/s (4 × 50). 
 In general, a good communication performance requires high computations and 
hardware resources. In an optical communication channel, there are impairments 
owing to physical media limitation, where impact is increased at high data rates. 
These impairments include chromatic dispersion (CD) and polarization mode 
dispersion (PMD). Furthermore, the higher bit/Hz, the higher the sensitivity to phase 
and amplitude offsets. These impacts are significant at higher speeds (or high 
sampling rates). CD and PMD cause optical signal dispersion. The dispersion causes 
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optical pulses to overlap and combine [3]. Then, intersymbol interference (ISI) 
occurs. Consequently, the signal error will be increased and the dispersion limits the 
communication speed [3].  
 QPSK and M-ary QAM are generally first operated on single carrier (SC) (or 
single radio frequency (RF)) communication systems, which implies that the digital 
bit information is transmitted on one frequency. However, SC communication 
tolerates less ISI [4] compared to multi-carriers such as the orthogonal frequency 
division multiplexing (OFDM) communication system. Therefore, OFDM is very 
attractive to use. OFDM is a multi-carrier communication system, in which each 
subcarrier transmits some data that maps the bit information streaming to QPSK or 
M-ary QAM. OFDM was first used successfully in wireless communication to 
combat dispersion (or multi-paths) communication channels [25, 26, 32, 48]. 
 Because of the advantages of OFDM, which is for high speed wireless 
communication, it has been adapted for optical communication within the last half 
decade, thereby neglecting ISI for optical communication [4-18]. OFDM can be used 
for both optical coherent detection [4-14] and direct detection [15-18]. However, in 
this dissertation coherent detection is considered, which is called coherent optical 
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (CO-OFDM).  
 However, in this work, self-homodyne is used for experimental measurement. 
For full coherent detection as well as multiple input multiple output (MIMO) 
detection, those can be found in [5-6]. This is a very complicated and challenging. 
The present work can gain its proper value only when also these other problems have 
been solved and CO-OFDM can be put into practical systems. 
 In addition, OFDM is one of the advanced modulation format for optical 
communication system, which can solve linear optical dispersion impairments by 
adding the cyclic prefix (CP) to the head of each OFDM symbol. The basic idea of 
OFDM transmission is to divide the available spectrum bandwidth into multiple 
frequencies called subcarriers, where each subcarrier is orthogonal to each other. To 
make the subchannels orthogonal, a discrete inverse Fourier transform (DIFT) is used 
as a modulator, while a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is used as the demodulator. 
Thus, if the number of subcarriers is sufficient, the bandwidth per subcarrier will be 
very narrow compared to the coherence bandwidth of the whole total spectrum 
bandwidth, which is equal to that of SC communication systems. Then, the channel 
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impulse response in each subcarrier can be approximately flat. Therefore, the channel 
effects would be less than those of a single carrier system.  
 However, the OFDM transmission system is sensitive to phase mismatch and 
rotation, such as that caused by carrier frequency offset (CFO), sampling clock 
frequency offset (SCFO), and IQ component mismatch [20, 21]. Therefore, the 
compensation and equalization at the receiver part are necessary. In addition, a DFT 
window and CFO are also necessary for synchronization in order to demodulate the 
received signal back correctly. Otherwise, phase rotation will occur and cause ICI 
directly.  
 
1.2 Motivation and contribution 
 To make OFDM work properly at the receiver part, there are some 
preprocesses that must be considered. This thesis considered only the areas of 
primary importance: the OFDM frame synchronization, the radio frequency 
synchronization between the transmitter and receiver, and the channel estimation and 
compensation to recover both the phase and amplitude, as shown in the yellow and 
blue units in Figure 1.1. The Figure is described in detail in the next chapter. 
 
Bit 
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insertion
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sion
Bit 
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CP 
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Reciever
 
Figure 1.1. A general OFDM communication system. 
  
 This dissertation proposes new methods for OFDM frame synchronization to 
correctly obtain the FFT window, which is one of the most important processes for 
OFDM to function properly. All the widely used methods are from Schmidl and Cox 
[4-9, 50]. They proposed one special complete OFDM symbol, which is used as the 
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training sequence (TS), and split it into two halves, both of which are identical in time 
domain. In the receiver part, the starting point of the OFDM frame is found by 
calculating the correlation peak of the received signal (first part of the TS) with the 
delayed version of the received signal (second part of the TS). In addition, this 
method also has low tolerance to noise and optical channel effects [13]. Therefore, to 
overcome these problems, a shorter TS having high tolerance to noise and optical 
channel effects is proposed and will be discussed in chapter 3.  
 The CFO is an important problem that affects system performance and occurs if 
the two frequencies of the transmitter and receiver (local oscillator) do not match 
exactly. As a result, the OFDM spectrum band shifts and ICI occurs. CFO is divided 
into two parts: one is integer and the other is fractional. Schmidl and Cox [50] 
proposed CFO estimation in time domain by calculating the phase angle of the two 
halves of the TS symbol. Moose method [55] proposed that the CFO is estimated in 
the frequency domain by calculating the phase angle of the two identical TS symbols. 
Unfortunately, these two methods can handle only the fractional CFO part and the 
maximum estimation range is only a half of subcarrier frequency spacing. Recently, 
S. Cao proposed a wide range CFO compensation by combining Schmidl and Cox 
method and RF-pilot-based method [56]. The integer part was estimated by counting 
the number of FFT binth index where the RF-pilot peak is located and the fractional 
part was estimated by Schmidl and Cox method. For this, one TS symbol and one RF-
pilot tone were used, which reduced OFDM frame efficiency. Thus, the two steps RF-
pilot is proposed in this thesis. Only one RF-pilot is needed, which covers all the 
estimated range of CFO. The proposed method does not need TS symbol, unlike that 
needed in S. Cao method [56], because the RF-pilot tone is inserted to every OFDM 
symbol. 
  Focusing on channel compensation, the CD and phase noise (PN) effects are 
neutralized in the frequency domain, which is the blue unit seen in Figure 1.1. The 
unit is called one-tap equalization. For PN, the widely used methods are RF-pilot [5-
7] and common phase error (CPE) [8-10]. For CD compensation, several pilot OFDM 
symbols are used to extract the CD coefficient in the following step. To complete all 
the optical channel compensation, many OFDM symbols are consumed. This causes a 
loss of communication bandwidth. Thus, this dissertation proposes both CD and PN 
compensations simultaneously by distributed insertion of the known pilot into every 
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OFDM symbol. At the receiver part, the optical channel impairment and the PN are 
acquired from the pilot data and are then interpolated between the adjacent channel 
coefficients (CCs) to obtain all the CC for data recovery. Compared to the CPE 
method, the proposed method has higher throughput and is less complex to 
implement, while the system performance is maintained or even improved.   
 In addition, CO-OFDM combats channel dispersion by adding CP to the head of 
the symbol. If the CP is chosen to be longer than the channel impulse response, ISI 
can be neglected. However, for long-haul communication, the accumulated CD 
becomes very large. Therefore, a large CP is required to neglect ISI, and these 
additional samples reduce the effective data rate. In addition, the laser PN can 
become a serious problem. To overcome this problem, this work also demonstrates 
CP-free CO-OFDM. Sang-Yuep Kim [22], Chen Chen [23], and Liang B. Du [24] 
proposed precompensation for CD before it is demodulated by the DFT unit. It 
contains a feedback loop and precompensation to modulate the received signal by the 
FFT unit. To combat ISI, each OFDM symbol is windowed with an exponential 
decay window at either side of each OFDM symbol in time domain. The various 
types of windowing are also investigated and compared. However, the proposed and 
validated method contains no feedback loop and no CD precompensation. 
 Finally, a high performance comes with high complexity to implement or 
impossibility to implement the hardware because of the limitations of the current 
technology. Therefore, this dissertation proposes very high efficiency algorithms and 
methods for implementation in terms of hardware that meets the system performance 
needs. 
 
1.3 Thesis organization 
 Chapter 2 presents the basic theory of the CO-OFDM communication 
system. First, this provides the details of the OFDM modulation technique, which 
includes the benefits of appending CP to neglect ISI and zero padding for 
oversampling. Next, the details of the optical coherent communication detection, 
which includes balanced detectors and phase diversity detectors, are discussed. Then, 
the optical channel effects, such as CD, PMD, and amplified spontaneous emission 
(ASE), are detailed. Finally, the RF impairments, including phase noise, are given. To 
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meet the system performance, the system parameters such as FFT size, the number of 
CP samples, the calculation of the bandwidth requirement, the subcarrier frequency 
spacing, and the bit rate are defined. 
 Chapter 3 will discuss one of the important processes in the CO-OFDM 
communication system: the FFT window synchronization. It is split into two main 
sections: the first section will provide literature reviews of the conventional methods 
and the second section will provide the proposed method. The results are confirmed 
by simulation and experimental methods. In the second section, frequency 
synchronization will be discussed. This section will present the impact of the CFO 
impairments and discuss the conventional compensation methods. Finally, the 
proposed compensation method will be given. 
 Chapter 4 will detail another important unit, which is the demodulation and 
data recovery back process. This chapter contains two main topics. First, the impact 
of OFDM phase rotations owing to optical channel impairment, which is discussed in 
separate sections for CD and PN, is discussed. Then, to cancel those effects, the 
channel estimation and compensation follow in the next module. Second, the CP 
reduces the effective bit rate of the communication system. In particular, for long haul 
communication, the necessary CP length becomes very large in order to eliminate ISI. 
Thus, to increase the bit rate efficiency, the CP-free OFDM symbol that increases the 
communication speed is studied.  
 Chapter 5 will provide the conclusions and future work. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 
Principle of Coherent Optical OFDM 
 
2.1 Introduction 
 
         To clearly understand the proposed work in this dissertation, this chapter will 
provide all the basic theories of coherent optical orthogonal frequency division 
multiplexing (CO-OFDM) communication systems. Firstly, the basic idea of the 
OFDM modulation technique will be discussed. It is the modulation format with the 
best tolerance to the dispersive channel (or the “fading channel” or “multi-paths 
channel” in wireless communication systems). This will be discussed in Section 2.2. 
Next, in Section 2.3, the principle of coherent optical communication both for 
transmission and detection will be given, such as homodyne and heterodyne schemes, 
which have the greatest flexibility and high sensitivity detection.  
 Then, topics concerning the optical channel including chromatic dispersion 
(CD), polarization-mode dispersion (PMD) and amplified spontaneous emission 
(ASE) noise are discussed in Section 2.4. Phase noise (PN) to the non-ideal laser 
diode that does not generate only one frequency but rather generates many 
frequencies differing by some kHz or MHz will be detailed in the following section.  
 Finally, to meet the system performance requirements and make the system 
implementable, some system parameters have to be considered and carefully selected; 
for example, the number of subcarriers, length of the cyclic prefix (CP) (called guard 
time), sampling frequency, bit rate, and spectrum bandwidth. All these parameters 
will be discussed in Section 2.5. 
 
2.2 Basic OFDM modulation technique 
        
        This section will provide details about how the OFDM modulation works for 
optical commutation systems. The advantages, disadvantages and some useful 
schemes to eliminate intersymbol interference (ISI) and inter-carrier interference (ICI) 
will also be discussed. 
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2.2.1 Overview of OFDM 
       The key concept of OFDM signal is a modulation method in which the digital 
information is modulated onto a multi-frequency scheme in parallel. This is called 
multi-carriers. Each subcarrier has a lower frequency when compared to the main 
carrier while the single carrier (SC) uses only one carrier. Then, all the multi-carriers 
are summarized and transmitted out, as shown in Figure 2.1. All subcarriers are 
orthogonal to each other. 
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Figure 2.1. Principle of the multi-carrier modulation system.  
 
 In general, each carrier is called subcarrier.  Compare to SC communication 
systems, OFDM would be more robust to dispersive channel effects [26, 32, 48].. 
Furthermore, the OFDM overcomes ISI problems by adding some parts of its data 
sample to the head of the OFDM symbol. This is called the cyclic prefix extension 
[25-27, 31] which will be discussed in more detail in the next section.  
In addition, the OFDM is similar to conventional frequency division 
multiplexing (FDM), but it uses the frequency band for modulation systems more 
efficiently than FDM. To make it efficient, in each subcarrier, the central or 
maximum peak of each spectrum has to cross the zero spectrum power of the 
neighbor subcarrier, as shown in Figure 2.2. To implement this condition, the inverse 
fast Fourier transform (IFFT) can be applied, which is expressed in Equation (2.1). 
Therefore, there is no cross-talk between the subcarriers, and the frequency spectrum 
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can be shifted to the left and overlapped with the neighbors, which is called the 
orthogonal phenomenon. Thus, in contrast to the conventional FDM, a guard band 
frequency is not required, as shown in the comparison between Figures 2.2 and 2.3. 
f1 f2 f3 fn
frequency
 
Figure 2.2. An example of using spectrum band for the OFDM. 
 
GBF GBF GBF
frequency
GBF: 
Guard band frequency
f1 f2 f3 fn
 
 
Figure 2.3. An example of using spectrum band for the conventional FDM. 
 
 Figures 2.2 and 2.3 compare the use of spectrum band for the OFDM and the 
conventional FDM communication system. It shows that OFDM need not GBF unlike 
FDM. This means that OFDM saves a lot of bandwidth. 
 
2.2.2 OFDM transceiver  
The details of the OFDM transmitter and receiver architecture are provided. The 
schematic of the transmitter part is illustrated in Figure 2.4.  
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Figure 2.4. A basic configuration of the OFDM transmitter. 
 
The high speed serial bit streaming is converted to a parallel slow data stream 
and then mapped into constellation points in the complex plane, for example, using 
binary phase-shift keying (BPSK), quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) or 
quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM). Usually, M-ary QAM is used. For 
constellation mapping and de-mapping, see appendix A. Then, all the constellation 
points are fed into an inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) block to convert the 
mapped constellation to the time domain. Some pilot data and zeros, which are used 
for channel estimation and oversampling (anti-aliasing), respectively, are inserted. 
The zeros are inserted into the subcarrier around the middle of the IFFT input unit. 
Finally, a CP is added and then all these data, which also include useful data, are 
converted to the radio frequency (RF) domain or the optical domain for optical 
communication. The schematic of the transmitter is shown in Figure 2.4.  
At the receiver part, after demodulation (or the conversion from the optical 
domain to the base band signal), the received OFDM symbol sample signal, which is 
sampled using analog to digital converter (ADC), is converted from serial to parallel. 
Next, the CP part is removed and fed with the useful data into the FFT block to 
convert back from the time domain to frequency domain. To compensate for channel 
communication impairments, the channel impulse response (CIR) must be known. In 
general, to obtain the CIR for data recovery, a pilot-aided algorithm that transmits 
known data from the transmitter is used. Finally, the information data are de-mapped 
from the constellation point to obtain bit streaming before back conversion to serial 
data. The schematic of the receiver is shown in Figure 2.5.  
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Figure 2.5. A basic configuration of the ODFM receiver. 
 
Given the property of the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of a sinusoidal 
signal, the spectra in all the subcarriers (sub-frequencies) are always orthogonal [28]. 
In addition, the DFT is computed by the FFT algorithm, which is a faster calculation. 
Thus, the OFDM modulation is very efficient for computing the orthogonal 
subcarriers. 
Therefore, to model the OFDM signal, the definition of the IFFT should be 
firstly provided as expressed by [29-30]: 
 
,1,...,2,1,0,)(
1
)(
1
0
/2  


C
N
k
Nknj
C
NnekX
N
nx
C
C  (2.1) 
 
and the definition for FFT is as follows: 
 
,1,...,2,1,0,)()(
1
0
/2  



C
N
n
Nknj
NkenxkX
C
C  (2.2) 
 
where CN  is the number of IFFT/FFT-points which must be a power of two, n  is the 
discrete sample index, and k  is the frequency bin index. Thus, we slightly change 
)(kX  to be kd , and )/( sCk TNkf  , which is called the frequency spacing [31]. 
 
,snTt                                                           (2.3) 
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 is the time of the nth sample with a sampling rate of sT . Then, Equation (2.1) can be 
rewritten as follows:  
 
,
1
)(
2
1
0
tfj
N
k
k
C
ked
N
tS



  (2.4) 
 
where )(tS  is the OFDM signal in time domain. Finally, the OFDM transmitter 
signal can be described in terms of infinite transmission time by [8, 32]: 
 
,)(),()(
2
1
0






l
tfj
N
k
lTtelkdtS k
C

 (2.5) 
 
where 


 

elsewhere
Tt
t
,0
0,1
)(  represents the unit rectangular function and  T  is the 
symbol duration . For simplicity, the CP data are not considered here. 
Thus, ),( lkd is the constellation data to be transmitted, which are complex 
numbers mapped into QPSK or QAM modulation. The index l represents the time 
dependence of a symbol and k is a subcarrier index. For example, with QPSK (or 4-
QAM), the constellations on the complex plane are { jjjj 11,11,11,11  }.  
Thus, the outputs of IFFT/FFT are also complex numbers [14]. Furthermore, in this 
case, the number of transmitted bits is 2 for QPSK. 
OFDM has many advantages compared to single carrier systems. Firstly, the 
oversampling can be done easily by adding some zeros to the subcarrier around the 
middle of the IFFT input block. This is called zero padding. However, some useful 
subcarriers to transmit zeros instead of data are lost. Hence, an oversampling factor of 
1.2 can be achieved by zero padding of 20% of all IFFT-points [4]. Secondly, because 
the frequency band is split into many lower subcarrier frequencies, each subcarrier 
has a longer impulse response. However, all the subcarriers are required to be 
frequency independent and orthogonal. Therefore, the channel effects will not affect 
the OFDM symbols much if we can maintain the orthogonality of each subcarrier 
with no ICI. Next, the channel compensation can be performed in the frequency 
domain with a one-tap equalizer, which is simple and easy. Finally, ISI can be 
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eliminated by the CP extension [25-26]. ICI and ISI will be discussed in the next 
section.  
The disadvantage of OFDM is that it is very sensitive to phase and frequency 
error because it makes the carrier signals in each subcarrier no longer orthogonal [5, 
12, 55]. In particular, when high or multi-level QAM constellation mapping is 
employed to each subcarrier, it would be more sensitive to the phase offset. Thus, ICI 
occurs and it makes the signal power of each subcarrier leak to the neighbor 
subcarriers. Furthermore, the peak to average power ratio (PAR) should be 
considered when the FFT size is increased [37]. In addition, the OFDM 
communication system needs to know where the FFT window is located. If it is 
misaligned or shifted, the phases are rotated. More details will be discussed in the 
next chapter.  
 
2.2.3 Zeros padding 
        In the OFDM modulation system, oversampling (by increasing the sampling 
frequency at the receiver side) is very important because it gives a greater resolution 
of the signal information in the time domain. Oversampling can be simply performed 
by two places. One is done at the receiver end by increasing the clock frequency of 
the analog to digital converter (ADC). However, there is a simpler way, which is also 
another advantage of OFDM; the oversampling can be conducted at the transmitter 
part by insertion of zeros into the subcarrier around the middle of the IFFT unit. The 
insertion scheme is shown in inset A of Figure 2.6, called zeros padding [32].  
Time Sample
Magnatude
16 IFFT-points without Zeros padding
32 IFFT-points with Zeros padding of 16
0 0 00
1 2 3 8 9 24 25 26 27 32
IFFT input index
16 zeros padding
A
B
 
 
Figure 2.6. Oversampling the OFDM signal by zero padding. 
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 Inset B in Figure 2.6 is an example output of an IFFT unit with and without 
oversampling. The blue represents the output of 16 IFFT-point where there is no zero 
padding and the black line represents the output of 32 IFFT-point, such that 16 zeros 
are inserted into the middle of the IFFT unit. It is clear that the oversampling ratio is 2 
and that it gives a higher resolution in the time domain, which is very useful for 
sampling the received signal at the receiver side.  
 The two methods are oversampling and both shift out the alias components 
away from the OFDM signal. The distinction is that in one case oversampling is in 
the ADC whereas in the other it is in the DAC, and that one of them the input signals 
is in the time domain whereas in the other it is in the frequency domain.  
 
2.2.4 Cyclic prefix 
 The cyclic prefix (CP) is very useful to eliminate ISI and maintain subcarrier 
orthogonality properly. Every OFDM symbol is preceded by a CP, which is taken 
from some of the sample data information itself. Therefore, the total OFDM symbol 
becomes longer as given below [25, 32]: 
 
CPCsym NNN  , (2.6) 
 
where symN  is the total length of one complete OFDM symbol, CN  is the number of 
subcarriers, and CPN  
is the CP length, generally measured in sample unit, as shown in 
more detail in Figure 2.7. Thus, the CP is the redundancy data and it degrades the 
communication speed (bit rate). 
Useful OFDM Symbol
Copy
CNCPN
symN
 
  
Figure 2.7. Cyclic prefix insertion scheme.  
  
 In general, the CP precedes the head of each OFDM symbol, and the length of 
CP is normally 8/CN . Figure 2.8 shows the advantage of applying the CP to OFDM 
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symbol. As can be seen, after the OFDM symbol )(tx  is passed through a dispersive 
optical channel (CD and PMD) denoted by )(th , it overlaps with the neighbor OFDM 
symbols, and then ISI occurs when the CP is not applied or insufficient. On the other 
side, when the CP is applied and is longer than the channel impulse response in the 
time domain, ISI still occurs but it will be discarded at the receiver. Therefore, only 
the effective part (useful sample) remains and ISI can be neglected in this situation. 
 
 
OFDM symbol
t t
t
t
h(t)x(t) x(t) h(t)
ISI 
occurs!
ISI 
occurs!
ISI 
occurs!
Effective partEffective partEffective partEffective part
OFDM symbol passes through optical channel
The outcome of consecutive OFDM symbols from optical channel
 
A. An example of the received OFDM symbol (ISI occurs) at the receiver part when 
CP is not applied (or the CP is not long enough). 
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Effective 
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B. An example of the received OFDM symbol (ISI can be neglected) at the receiver 
part when CP is applied (or the CP is long enough). 
 
Figure 2.8. Benefit of using CP [33]. 
 
In addition, the CP is advantageous in terms of FFT window synchronization 
to demodulate the received signal. It can be used for OFDM symbol synchronization, 
which will be given in detail in the next chapter. Moreover, the starting point of the 
FFT window can be anywhere within the CP region to guarantee that the subcarrier 
orthogonality is still maintained and there is no ICI, but the phase is shifted.  
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However, if the length of CP is sufficient, ISI can be ignored, but the ICI could still 
occur owing to the carrier frequency effect (CFO) and the random phase noise (PN) 
effects. Thus, ICI is not prevented. These effects will be discussed in the next chapter.   
 
 
A: CIR are less than the CP length.         B: CIR are more than the CP length. 
 
Figure 2.9. Impact comparison of the CP length with channel effect taps length. 
 
 Figure 2.9A shows an example result of a 16-QAM constellation diagram 
where the channel impulse response (CIR) is less than the CP length, while the case 
where the CIR is larger than the CP length is presented in Figure 2.9B. These 
diagrams were simulated with a FFT size of 256, a CP length of 32 samples (256/8), 
and an optical signal to noise ratio (OSNR) of 30 dB. The results show that if the CP 
is shorter than the CIR length, ISI will occur. Therefore, the constellation is 
distributed because the phase and amplitude are distorted. The constellation is correct 
and not distributed over the whole complex plane when the CIR is equal to (or less 
than) the CP length. Therefore, it is confirmed that the CP length has to be selected to 
be longer than channel taps. Otherwise, the ISI will occur and degrade the system 
performance.  
 
2.3 Coherent optical OFDM 
 This section begins with the basic concept of coherent optical communication 
systems (COCS) and continues with operating COCS with OFDM. COCS have many 
advantages. For instance, coherent detection allows the reception of amplitude and 
phase information. Consequently, highly spectrum efficient modulation formats, such 
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as QPSK and 16-QAM, can be applied. The receiver sensitivity of the coherent 
detection is higher than direct detection [3, 34-35]. In particular, over the last decade, 
channel estimation and compensation have been performed in the electrical domain 
by using digital signal processing (DSP) which is more efficient. Therefore, coherent 
detection is very attractive for multi-gigabit and long-haul optical communication 
systems including coherent optical OFDM communication systems. 
 
2.3.1 Coherent optical OFDM transmitter 
 For the transmitter, there are two modes of up-conversions from the electrical 
domain to the optical domain: direct and indirect up-conversions [11]. However, for 
simplicity, in this thesis, only the direct up-conversion will be analyzed. Thus, for the 
coherent optical OFDM transmitter (Tx), nested Mach-Zehnder modulators (MZM) 
are used to up-convert the electrical OFDM signal into the optical domain, as shown 
in Figure 2.10. For more details on MZMs and optical modulation, please see 
Appendix A. 
 
 
DAC
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OFDM Tx Laser
 tx
 tx
)(tva
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

2/
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



Electrical Domains
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Figure 2.10. General configuration of the coherent optical OFDM transmitter. 
 
In Figure 2.10, the unit OFDM Tx (or digital signal processing: DSP) is the digital 
domain which can be implemented either by an application-specific integrated circuit 
(ASIC) or field programmable gate array (FPGA). The digital outputs for real part   
(inphase) and imaginary part   (quadrature) of )(tx  are converted into analog 
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signals )(tva  and )(tvb  by separately two DACs.  Then, )(tva and )(tvb  are modulated 
onto the optical carrier )(tEs  with the frequency  2/s  and
))((
2)(
ttj
ss
ssePtE
   
with the power 
2
)2/1( ss EP  , and )(ts  is a random laser phase fluctuation [36]. . 
The signal in the lower path is delayed by an additional angle of 90°, and the 
transmitted optical OFDM signal TXE  is determined by [73] 
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 As shown in Equation (2.8), the optical coherent transmitter is very flexible 
because the signal can be modulated in two quadratures or by amplitude and phase. 
Consequently, the OFDM signal can be generated and transmitted out to optical fiber.  
 
2.3.2 Coherent optical OFDM receivers 
 In this section, two receiver architectures will be described. Firstly, the 
fundamental technique, the balanced detector, is shown. The other more sophisticated 
architecture is the optical 90° hybrid which can recover the I- and Q-component of 
the received signal. These architectures are shown in Figures 2.11 and 2.12, 
respectively.  
 
)(1 tE
)(2 tE
)(tEr
)(tELO
)(tIout
)(1 tI
)(2 tI
Coupler
 
 
Figure 2.11. Optical coherent balanced detector. 
 
Figure 2.11 shows the balanced detector setup. The received signal )(tEr  and 
the local oscillator (LO) signal )(tELO  are fed into the two inputs of an optical coupler.  
For the sake of simplicity, the received signal is assumed to be corrupted only 
by noise and not by channel dispersion. The received signal is denoted by 
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)(~)()( tntEtE TXr  , where )(tETX  is the transmitted signal as discussed in the 
previous section and )(~ tn  is the noise signal. The photocurrents are 
2
11 )(
2
1
)( tERtI   and 
2
22 )(
2
1
)( tERtI  , where R is the photo diode responsivity  
and )(1 tE  and )(2 tE  are the sum and the difference of the electric fields, respectively, 
given by [35-36] as follows: 
 
                                      ,)(
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 .)(
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The optical powers at the photo-receiver inputs are 1P  and 2P , which are 
expressed by 
 
).)(2(
4
1 2*2
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EEjEEP   (2.11) 
 
Finally, the output of the balanced detector )(tIout  can be described as follows 
[35]: 
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where sheR  /  is the detector responsivity, e  is the electron charge,   is the 
quantum efficiency of the photodiode, and h  is Planck’s constant. Additionally, 
)( LOsIF    is the angular intermediate frequency (IF) where s is the signal 
carrier angular frequency and LO is the local oscillator angular frequency. The case 
where LOs   , 0IF  and )(t  is either 2  or 23  is called the “Homodyne 
Receiver” and when LOs    and 0IF  is called the “Heterodyne Receiver.” The 
variable )(t  is the phase difference between the recovered signal and the local 
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oscillator signal. Variables rP  and LoP  are the received optical power and the local 
oscillator power, respectively. Hence, if the polarizations of signal and LO are 
identical,  rLOrLO EEEE*  is equal to one [35], which is assumed throughout this 
dissertation hereafter. 
 In practice, the local oscillator power LoP  is constant and greater than rP . 
Therefore, the gain of the received signal and sensitivity increases. It can be proved 
that the sensitivity of coherent detection is better than that of direct detection, which is 
also a great advantage [3, 4]. 
 However, the signal cannot be demodulated separately by real and imaginary 
parts which are necessary for QPSK, various QAM formats, and OFDM. Therefore, a 
more sophisticated technique has to be considered. In this thesis, an optical 90
0
 hybrid 
demodulator is used as shown in Figure 2.12. 
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Figure 2.12. Optical coherent demodulator by using the optical 90° hybrid. 
     
 The 90° hybrid combines the received signal and the LO signal to generate four 
states in quadratures in the complex-field space. Then, the four signals are fed into 
two pairs of balanced photodetectors. The complete transfer function of optical 90
0
 
hybrids is given by [37] 
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and the output of the optical 90
0
 hybrid is as follows: 
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Finally, the output photocurrents from the balanced photodetectors are 
expressed as [34] 
 
)),(cos()()()( 21 ttPPRtItItI IFLOSI    (2.15) 
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and by combining Equations (2.19) and (2.20), a complex signal can be derived as 
follows: 
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2.4 Impairments owned by optical channel  
       This section discusses the linear effects which occur in real-world optical 
communication systems and cannot be avoided. However, they can be compensated 
for. The main causes of linear distortions of the signal are chromatic dispersion (CD) 
and polarization mode dispersion (PMD), which will be discussed in the following 
section. 
 
 
 
2.4.1 Chromatic dispersion 
 Chromatic dispersion (CD) means that the group delay of a signal depends on 
the wavelength  . Thus, a non-monochromatic signal is distorted because it consists 
of different spectral components which travel at different velocities and result in pulse 
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broadening, denoted by  , unless an appropriate chirp (e.g., squared phase) is used, 
as shown in Figure 2.13. In general, the lower the  , the faster the speed. 
 
Optical pulse input Optical pulse output Optical Fiber: L
tt
t Pulse width
Pulse broadening owning to CD 
Chromatic dispersion channel
 
 
Figure 2.13. Chromatic dispersion phenomenon. 
   
  The second derivative of the phase constant   by the angular frequency is 
given by [35]    
 
,
2
2
2 D
c

   (2.18) 
 
where D is the CD coefficient, c is the speed of light in vacuum, and nm1550  
for standard single mode (SSM) fiber. In general, CD is expressed as  kmnmps / . In 
ITU-T Fiber recommendations G.653 and G.655 [38],  kmnmpsD  /17 . 
Additionally, the accumulated CD, which has units of ps/nm, is given by 
 
,
0

L
AC dzDD  (2.19) 
 
where L is the length of the optical fiber in kilometers (km). Equation (2.23) shows 
that the greater L , the greater the accumulation of CD. Therefore, in data 
transmission systems, the broadened pulses overlap with each other, leading directly 
to ISI, as shown in Figure 2.14. 
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Figure 2.14. Pulse broadening owing to chromatic dispersion. 
  
 Figure 2.14 presents an example of pulse broadening after the bit streaming 
signal passes to the CP channel. The red dash line is broadened and the power is 
decreased. Tx is the transmitted bit stream and Tx + CD is the transmitted signal 
corrupted by CD. 
  
2.4.2 Polarization-mode dispersion 
Polarization-mode dispersion (PMD) means that the group delay of a signal 
depends on the state of polarization (SOP); in particular, there are two distinguished 
SOPs that travel at different velocities. The timing difference between them is the 
differential group delay (DGD, DGD ) [39-40]. PMD results from the physical 
geometric shape of the core (which is elliptical instead of circular), fiber torsion, 
bending, and thermal stress which leads to a local fiber birefringence. The total PMD 
in the whole fiber is the concatenation of many elementary PMDs. Because PMD is 
randomly distributed and changes over time due to temperature and manual 
movement, the total DGD is a stochastic quantity. Figure 2.15 depicts the PMD for 
PSPs in the x and y directions. 
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Figure 2.15. Polarization-mode dispersion phenomenon. 
 
Figure 2.15 can be explained by simple mathematics. The speed of light in the 
optical fiber is xx ncV /  and yy ncV /  for the x-axis (fast speed) and y-axis (slow 
speed), respectively. Here, c  is the speed of light in vacuum, and xn  and yn  are the 
refractive indices in the directions of the x-axis and y-axis, respectively. As shown in 
Figure 2.15, if xn  and yn  are different, which can be caused by elliptical core for 
example, then the optical input pulse is split into x and y polarizations which travel at 
different speeds. Finally, the optical pulse output is broadened which degrades the 
achievable communication speed.  
 
2.4.3 ASE noise 
In general, noise in a communication system contains many sources, such as 
thermal noise and shot noise in electronic circuits. However, the greatest effect on the 
optical communication systems is owed to amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) 
noise. ASE arises from the spontaneous transition of electrons from the higher to the 
lower energy state in the erbium doped fiber of the amplifier (EDFA) [41-42]. The 
EDFA is normally an amplifier that amplifies the optical signal before the signal is 
fed into the photo detector at the receiver side and between optical spans. However, 
the EDFA not only amplifies the signal but also amplifies the noise signal, as shown 
in Figure 2.16 below. 
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Figure 2.16. The EDFA amplifies the received signal plus its own noise. 
 
 Hence, inP  is the launch power input, outP  is the power output, and nP  is the 
noise power. ASE can be modeled as an Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) 
process [42:43]. In addition, according to the previous section, the received signal 
with ASE noise can be re-expressed as [36] 
 
),()()( tntEGtE TXRX   (2.20) 
 
and thus )(tn  is a complex Gaussian random variable with zero mean that is 
uncorrelated with the transmitter signal and G is the amplification gain. The quantity 
that indicates the quality of the optical signal is the optical signal to noise ratio 
(OSNR), which is generally expressed in decibels (dB) and is given by 
 







N
S
OSNR 10log10     dB. (2.21) 
where S  represents the optical signal power. N  is the optical noise power, which is 
normally measured by multiplying the limitation of the bandwidth, rB , with the noise 
power spectral density ON . Therefore, Equation (2.21) can be rewritten as 
 







rOBN
S
OSNR 10log10    dB. (2.22) 
 
Normally, rB  is equal to 0.1 nm (i.e., 12.5 GHz at 1550 nm).   
 
2.4.4 Phase noise effect 
          In communication systems, the signal phase can be disturbed in many ways. 
One of them is the phase noise (PN) caused by a non-ideal laser source that cannot 
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generate only one exact frequency. Therefore, the result is that many different 
frequencies are generated which are close to the main frequency 0f  and grouped 
together within a certain bandwidth. The bandwidth is called the linewidth v , and it 
is measured  at the 3 dB points below the maximum spectral power, namely the full-
width at half-maximum (FWHM) [44] as shown in Figure 2.17.  
 
3 dB
v
f
Spectral Power
0
f
 
 
Figure 2.17. Measurement of the laser linewidth v . 
 
The PN is modeled by the Wiener-Lévy process [36, 45], which is expressed by 
the random walk process, denoted by 
 
,1 nnn     (2.23) 
 
where n  is the Gaussian random variable with a zero mean and the variance 
depending on the laser linewidth. If the sampling frequency is fixed, the variance is 
given as 
 
./22 sfv   (2.24) 
 
Hence, sf and v are the sampling frequency and the laser linewidth, respectively. 
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Figure 2.18. Phase fluctuation caused by various laser linewidths. 
 
Figure 2.18 shows an example of the phase fluctuation in terms of the discrete 
time sample index at a sampling frequency of 2.5 GHz, where v  is set to 100 kHz, 
1 MHz and 10 MHz. The greater v induces more strongly the phase fluctuation. 
Thus, the phase of all the subcarriers is rotated and then ICI occurs. Therefore, the PN 
must be estimated and compensated. This will be discussed in the next chapter. 
 
2.5 Design parameters 
 To make the system work properly, the trade-off between hardware 
implementation complexity and system performance requirement must be considered. 
Usually, good performance comes with increasing implementation complexity in any 
communication system as well as in the OFDM modulation technique. Therefore, in 
OFDM communication system, there are several parameters that should be 
considered to find the optimum system resources, for instance, the IFFT/FFT size, the 
number of CP samples (or the guard time duration) to mitigate ISI from optical pulse 
broadening  , the bit rate, and the channel bandwidth. However, if the IFFT/FFT 
size is increased, the system performance becomes more sensitive to phase noise and 
carrier frequency offset.   
Reconnecting to CD and PMD has impacts, as discussed in Sections 2.4.1 and 
2.4.2. The specific impacts in a standard single mode fiber (SSMF) are
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)/(17 kmnmps   for CD and kmps1.0  for PMD (ITU-T Fiber Recommendations 
G.653 and G.655 [38]). For instance, if a fiber length of 1,000 km is assumed, the 
accumulated CD in total is 17 ns/nm (or 17,000 ps/nm) and the PMD is 3.16 ps. For 
example, assuming a sampling rate is 28 Gs/s (or 35.7 ps) and one complete OFDM 
symbol consists of 288 samples (according to 256 FFT size + 32 of CP length). 
Therefore, one symbol length is 10.28 ns (35.7 × 288) and CP length is 1.14 ns. Thus, 
it is insufficient to neglect ISI owing to the accumulated CD, and it is necessary to 
determine its length. 
Let us start by letting sT  denote the sampling rate and by considering CPN  and 
CN , then the condition of the complete elimination of ISI is given by [9, 37] as 
 
sCPTN , (2.25) 
 
and the pulse broadening owing to CD dominates PMD. Therefore, in this dissertation, 
the pulse broadening owing only to CD, CD , is considered. 8/CCP NN   is used and 
CD  can be obtained by [12, 46] as follows: 
 
,
2
s
CD
Tf
c
DL  (2.26) 
where D is CD in ps/(nm·km), L is the length of the fiber, f is the carrier frequency, 
and c is the velocity of light in vacuum. Then, by combining Equation (2.25) and 
(2.26), the required IFFT/FFT size to neglect ISI is given as 
 
 
.
8
22
L
Tf
cD
N
s
C   
(2.27) 
  
From Equation (2.27), Table 2.1 gives CN  versus channel dispersion tolerance in 
units of fiber spans. Normally, the distance is presented by a unit of span, and each 
span is approximately 79 km. Please note that Equation (2.27) is true only if there is 
no over-sampling. In oversampling, sT  may in fact be as short as desired, without 
thereby CD  may changed. 
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Table 2.1. The relation between the distance D in spans and the IFFT/FFT size 
required. 
Number of 
Spans 
CD 
[ns/nm] 
  [ns] Estimated Number of 
Subcarriers  ( CN ) 
Number of 
IFFT/FFT Size 
1 1.36 0.30 68 128 
7 9.52 2.13 478 512 
15 20.40 4.57 1025 1024 
30 40.80 9.15 2049 2048 
60 81.60 18.30 4098 4096 
 
Table 2.1 shows that the greater the CN , the greater is the distance of 
transmission that can be achieved to neglect ISI; however, it is dependent on the types 
of mapped constellation points. For instance, with 4096 points of IFFT/FFT, the 
maximum distance that can be reached is 60 spans (4740 km). 
Furthermore, two important parameters used are the bit rate and the spectrum 
bandwidth. The bit rate is expressed by [46] as follows: 
 
,
CPC
suf
NN
MTN
BR

  (2.28) 
 
where ufN  is the number of useful subcarriers and M is the number of bits 
transmitted in each subcarrier. Then, the bandwidth can be calculated by [46] 
  ,kpuf fNNBW   (2.29) 
 
where 
pN  is the amount of pilot data and kf is the frequency spacing. Normally, for 
wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) transmission systems, the bandwidth in 
each channel should not exceed 50 GHz. Therefore, one OFDM spectrum band 
should not have more than 50 GHz. The bit rate can be doubled by using polarization 
division multiplexing (PDM). In addition, if the ufN  and sT  are fixed, the bit rate 
depends on increasing or reducing M .  
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CHAPTER 3 
 
OFDM Frame and Radio Frequency 
Synchronization 
 
3.1 Introduction 
      As shown in the previous chapter, synchronization is required both on OFDM 
frame and frequency to make the OFDM communication system work properly. This 
chapter focuses on the two main synchronization processes, which are the FFT 
window and the CFO correction. The process location is shown in Figure 3.1.   
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Figure 3.1. Block diagram of the considered part in this chapter.  
 
OFDM frame synchronization is needed to correctly demodulate the received 
signal by FFT. Otherwise, the phasor of the received data signal will be rotated. 
Consequently, intersymbol interference (ISI) and intercarrier interference (ICI) will 
occur, which are described in detail later in this chapter. Therefore, the FFT window 
must be correctly identified and bound in the cyclic prefix (CP) area. In addition, the 
corrected FFT window supports a better estimation and compensation of IQ 
imbalance [47].  
For CFO, which directly generates ICI, the signal loses orthogonality of each 
subcarrier. The CFO comes from the demodulated frequency at the receiver and is not 
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identical to the frequency at the transmitter. Therefore, the two frequencies must be 
equal and the offset at the receiver must be cancelled to compensate for ICI. 
 The impacts of ISI and ICI due to a mismatched FFT window are given in 
Section 3.2. Next, the OFDM frame synchronization method and results including the 
proposed method are shown in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, respectively. Then, the effect 
of CFO is given in Section 3.3. In the last section, the estimation and compensation 
for CFO are proposed. 
 
3.2 OFDM Frame synchronization 
      This section deals with the impacts of time and frequency mismatch in OFDM 
communication systems. This directly contributes to ISI and ICI problems. These 
effects cannot be avoided within real-world communication systems. However, it is 
possible to compensate for them as discussed in the following sections.  
 
3.2.1 Impacts of FFT window mismatch         
 At the transmitter end, the OFDM signal including CP is generated using an 
inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) with a certain length and values of the input 
data (for example, M-ary QAM constellation mapping). It is then IQ-modulated onto 
an optical carrier. 
 At the receiver end, the data is recovered by an FFT unit. The corrections to the 
original specific length and position must be known and the specific length is called 
the FFT window, which is required to neglect ISI and minimize ICI. The correct FFT 
window must be detected, otherwise the received phasor will be rotated causing ISI 
and ICI. The starting point of the FFT window consists of three main cases which are 
either too late, correct, or too early. These positions are discussed below and shown in 
Figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3.2. The three FFT window starting point cases to neglect ISI: 
A. Too late. 
B. Correct point. 
C. Too early. 
  
 Figure 3.2 shows an example of three adjacent OFDM symbols which are the (l-
1)th, the (l)th and the (l+1)th symbol. A CP is appended to the head of each OFDM 
symbol as a repetition of the end of the OFDM symbol itself. This allows performing 
linear convolution of optical channel and OFDM signal to be worked as circular 
convolution [48]. Therefore, each OFDM symbol has the sample index n  sequence 
where    .1,,1,0,1,,  CCP NNn   
 In addition, at the receiver part, each symbol is dispersed owing to the optical 
channel as discussed in the previous chapter. Therefore, some parts of the two 
adjacent symbols are overlapped and added. Obviously, as discussed below, three 
main scenarios are possible. Define the variables as follows: 
 - l          is the symbol index. 
 - n   is the sample index input to the FFT calculation unit on each symbol. 
 - )(kYl   is the received baseband signal in frequency domain where 
1,,0  CNk   is subcarrier index on (l)th symbol. 
 - )(nyl  is the received sample baseband signal in time domain on (l)th symbol 
obtained by )()()( nhnxny ll  .   stands for convolution operator and 
)(th is channel impulse response (CIR). 
 - )( fX l  is the transmitted signal in frequency domain on (l)th symbol.  
 - )(nxl  is the transmitted sample signal in time domain on (l)th symbol.  
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 - L   is the number of overlapped samples on each symbol and it is shorter than 
CPN . 
 - 1   is the timing offset samples from 0n  to the starting point of B. 
 - 2   is the timing offset samples from 0n  to the starting point  of C. 
 Scenario A 
  
)1(  CPl Nx)( CPl Nx  )0(lx )1( Cl Nx)2(1  Cl Nx )1(1  Cl Nx )1(1  CPl Nx)(1 CPl Nx 
)(nh
n
Magnitude
)(nx
 
 Figure 3.3. Behavior of the two adjacent OFDM symbols for Scenario A. 
 
 In this case, from Figure 3.2, the starting point occurs at  0lx  and it can be 
redrawn again by putting the details of sample indices into each OFDM frame as 
shown in Figure 3.3. In this case ISI will occur at the end sample area of  nxl  owing 
to the optical channel, h(t). To illustrate the ISI impact, assume that 32CN , 
8CPN  and CIR is 4. Then calculate convolution of the OFDM symbol sequence 
and CIR sequence. By time reversing the CIR and then sweeping it across the OFDM 
symbol sequence, we obtain the equation below,  
 
                                          )0()31()1()8()2()7()3()6()0( 111 hxhxhxhxy llll    (3.1A) 
                                           )0()30()1()31()2()8()3()7()1( 11 hxhxhxhxy llll    (3.1B) 
                                         )0()29()1()30()2()31()3()8()2( 1 hxhxhxhxy llll    (3.1C) 
 
 y(0), y(1) and y(2) are the convolution outputs. From Figure 3.3, it can be easily 
observed that the input to the FFT unit, )(nyl contains ISI signal which is derived 
from considering some parts of the successive (l+1)th OFDM symbol. Consequently, 
the system performance would be degraded if we select this case as a starting point 
for FFT window. 
 Scenario B 
  
 In this case, the starting point occurs before the end of the CP part but after the 
end of the ISI area as analyzed from the previous section. The input to the FFT unit is 
shifted to the left by 1  and it contains only samples from the (l)th symbol, i.e. 
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)( 1nxl  where 1,,0  CNn  . Therefore, there is no ISI from the previous 
OFDM symbol because there is no overlapped area between the two adjacent OFDM 
symbols. However, this causes a rotated phasor for each subcarrier but the 
orthogonality of the subcarriers relative to each other is still maintained. 
Consequently, there is also no ICI. For easy of understanding, a mathematical model 
is shown. From Equation (2.1) in the preceding chapter, the following is obtained [49-
50]: 
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 Equation 3.2. indicates that only the phasor is rotated, while the orthogonality of 
all subcarriers is still maintained. 
  Figure 3.4 shows an example of the impact of FFT window where the position 
is within the CP but it is shifted by 1  samples. For simplicity, the result is presented 
in terms of 16-QAM constellation points in the complex plane and the optical channel 
impact is omitted. The picture is simulated with a 1024-point FFT size with 128 
points of CP, but without noise or channel dispersion. On the left hand side is the case 
where the FFT window position is correct, when the starting point is the same as 
Scenario A but there is no overlapped and added area, and the constellation points are 
located on the correct positions. The right hand side presents the case in which the 
constellation points have been rotated because the starting point of the FFT window is 
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shifted as shown in Figure 3.2. As a result, more than 16 points are generated in the 
complex plane. 
 
 
Figure 3.4. The 16-QAM constellation points rotated owing to the timing error of the 
OFDM frame; A: without impact; B: when the starting point is at 1 . 
    
 However, at the receiver part, if the position error is small, the rotating phasor in 
each subcarrier can be compensated very easily in the channel equalization unit by 
using one-tap equalization, which will be discussed in Chapter 4. Therefore, this 
position would be a correct point of the starting FFT window which can neglect ISI 
and ICI problems.  
  Scenario C 
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Figure 3.5. Behavior of the two adjacent OFDM symbols for Scenario C. 
 
  
 From Figures 3.2, the starting point is at the beginning of the (l)th symbol. 
Therefore, the input signal of FFT unit contains ISI signal as analyzed from Scenario 
A. The starting point of the main part is shifted to the left by CPN2 , i.e. 
)()( 2 CPll Nnxnx   where 1,,0  CNn  , which are from the (l)th symbol. 
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From Figure 3.5 and by assuming CN  and CPN are the same as Scenario A, the ISI 
impact from )(1 nxl  symbol can be seen after computing convolution of those two 
sequences from CIR and OFDM symbol sequence in the following, 
 
                                          )0()8()1()31()2()30()3()29()0( 111 hxhxhxhxy llll    (3.4A) 
                                           )0()7()1()8()2()31()3()30()1( 11 hxhxhxhxy llll    (3.4B) 
                                         )0()6()1()7()2()8()3()31()2( 1 hxhxhxhxy llll    (3.4C) 
  
 As can be seen in Equations (3.4A) - (3.4C), ISI occurs. In addition, the input 
signal to FFT unit is shifted by 2 ; therefore, the phasor of the desired signal is also 
rotated after calculating FFT as analyzed in Equation (3.2). 
 
3.2.2. OFDM frame synchronization algorithm 
 Based on all cases of FFT window lag in the OFDM symbol, the starting point 
is clearly very important and must be detected properly as discussed in the last section. 
Many researchers and research institutes have proposed various techniques for 
OFDM frame synchronization both in wireless and optical communication 
applications [8-10, 51-53]. However, in this dissertation, only three useful and 
powerful techniques are treated, namely a special OFDM-symbol-aided technique, 
CP-bases-aided method, and an orthogonal-code-aided method, as discussed in the 
next section. All these techniques are based on a correlation technique. 
 
3.2.2.1 Special OFDM symbol aided technique 
 A widely used technique, also employed in optical OFDM communication 
systems, is from Schmidl and Cox [50]. They proposed that at the transmitter end, 
one special OFDM symbol is split into two parts. The first (Part A) and second (Part 
B) parts are set to be identical in the time domain, as shown in Figure 3.6. However, 
the total symbol length is the same as the normal OFDM symbol. Then, the signal is 
followed by many normal OFDM symbols, for example, 50, 100, or 150 symbols. In 
total, one set is called OFDM frame.  
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Figure 3.6. An example of OFDM frame in the time domain, including a special    
                    symbol for detecting the starting point of the FFT window.   
  
 CN  is the FFT size. At the receiver end, the received sample signal is fed into 
two branches for calculating the correlation and finding a maximum peak, as shown 
in Figure 3.7.  
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Figure 3.7. The correlator proposed by Schmidl and Cox. 
  
 Here, maxth  is the maximum threshold. The correlator is shown in Figure 3.7. 
The received signal )(dr  is split into two branches. One branch is delayed, e.g., by a 
RAM, where the length is equal to the half of the OFDM symbol length. The other 
one denoted by *() is fed to the complex conjugator. Next, both signals are multiplied 
and fed to the moving sum unit, where the length of the summation is equal to 2/CN . 
Then, the signal magnitude is squared. Thus, the starting point of the OFDM frame is 
defined by the correlation peak. Hence, the length of the waiting room is called the 
sliding correlation window length.  
 Obviously, the peak reaches the maximum when the second part is shifted until 
it matches to the first part. Finally, The FFT window is  obtained/detected when the 
maximum of the correlation peak is higher than maxth . From Figure 3.7, the signal 
after the moving sum can be mathematically expressed as [51]  
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 (3.5) 
 
and the output signal before sending to the decision circuit is 
  
,)()(
2
dRdP SCSC 
   
 (3.6) 
 
where SCP  is the correlation output and )(dr  is the received sample signal in the time 
domain.  
 Hence, to compromise and guarantee the starting point of the FFT window 
correctly and to implement easily (or with low complexity) in hardware, the 
correlation peak is compared with a threshold, which is set to be high enough in order 
to define the starting point. If the peak is higher than the threshold level, the starting 
FFT window is detected. This implies that there is no need to calculate the 
normalized factor, as proposed in [53]. Similarly, implementation of the division unit 
in hardware can be avoided, which would take a lot of resources and calculation time.  
 
3.2.2.2 CP-based-aided method 
 In reality, this method is very similar to that reported by Schmidl and Cox [51], 
which has been discussed in the previous section. However, to find the starting 
position of the FFT window, in this section, the CP and the useful sample, which are 
used as CP itself, are also used to calculate the correlation peak. Again, both are 
identical in the time domain from the transmitter end, as shown in Figure 3.8. This 
approach is called the CP-based technique. 
 The correlation peak is calculated by the same way as in Equation (3.5) and (3.6) 
at the receiver part, except that the length of sliding window is smaller and it is equal 
to the CP length. Then, the maximum peak is also detected by the same way as in the 
last section.     
 
CP (l)th OFDM symbol CP
Correlator
(l+1)th OFDM symbol
 
 
Figure 3.8. OFDM frame synchronization using CP. 
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The correlation peak is given by [49] 
 
 
.)()()(
0
*


CPN
n
CPCP LndrndrdP  (3.7) 
 
3.2.2.3. Orthogonal-code-aided method 
            This is the proposed method for this thesis. This technique is similar to the 
code division multiple access (CDMA) scheme. The transmitter sends an orthogonal 
code sequence, which can be generated from either an m-sequence code, a Gold 
sequence code, or a Barker code [26, 54-55]. However, from the investigation using 
simulation method, a modified Gold sequence code is found to give better results and 
is used in this thesis. For details, please see Appendix D. All these are called 
orthogonal code symbols (OCSs). An OCS is added to the head of the OFDM frame 
and then sent out, as shown in 3.9A. 
   
 
OCS OFDM symbol 1 OFDM symbol N
OFDM Frame
Maximum 
Detection
)(_,_ dP QIOCS
A: The OFDM frame, including one OCS for synchronization.
B: The correletor, which is proposed by OCS aiding.
 3
)( ,QIOCS
Known OCS
)(, dr QI
 
Figure 3.9. OFDM frame synchronization by the OCS method. 
   
 
 At the receiver end, the sampled )(, dr QI  
is correlated with the known OCS 
code separately for I and Q channel. The detail of the correlation calculation for I 
channel is given by 
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 The correlation calculation for Q channel is expressed by 
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where )(1_ dP IOCS , )(2_ dP IOCS . )(1_ dP QOCS  and )(2_ dP QOCS  are the correlation output 
one and two for each I and Q channel. IOCS  and QOCS denote the known OCS for I 
and Q channel, and OCSL  is the length of the OCS.  
3
 is used for noise suppression 
and detecting the polar of I and Q channel. The proposed algorithm searches for the 
maximum or minimum peak of the correlation, which is done by comparing the 
correlation output with the maximum threshold, maxth , and the minimum threshold,
minth , respectively,  to detect the starting point of OFDM frame and IQ channel 
swapping. maxth  and minth  are used to check the polarity of the I and Q channel. If the 
peak of the correlation output is higher than maxth , there is no polarity of I and Q 
inverted.  However, if the peak of the correlation output is less than minth , it indicates 
that the polarity of the I and Q is inverted. In additional, to detect the starting point as 
well as to correct swapped I and Q channels, both input I and Q must be correlated 
with the same IOCS  and QOCS . As a result, there are four main cases of I and Q 
detection behavior which are shown in Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1. I and Q detection behavior. 
 
 According to all the conditions in Table 3.1 
IM max
ˆ , QM max
ˆ ,
IM min
ˆ and 
QM min
ˆ  are the maximum and minimum peak which is used to indicate the start 
point of OFDM frame for I and Q channel. Please note that owing to phase noise 
distortions, the correlation peak can become positive or negative, that is why the 
algorithm needs to search for both minimum and maximum. Hence, the IQ 
component swapping can be defined from swapping between I and Q correlation peak. 
An example of I and Q detection behavior is shown in Figure 3.10  
 
 
Figure 3.10. An example of the OCS peak detection and I and Q alignment technique. 
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C
Q
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C
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Q
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3
1_ )(and)( thdPthdP QOCSQOCS   
IM max
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3
1_ )(and)( thdPthdP IOCSIOCS   I and Q 
swapped  
QM max
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3
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3
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 Condition  of  I and Q inversion  
IM min
ˆ      min
3
2_min
3
1_ )(and)( thdPthdP IOCSIOCS   No  I and Q 
swapped  
QM min
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3
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3
1_ )(and)( thdPthdP QOCSQOCS   
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3
1_ )(and)( thdPthdP IOCSIOCS   I and Q 
swapped  
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ˆ      min
3
2_min
3
1_ )(and)( thdPthdP QOCSQOCS   
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 Obviously, the proposed method can detect all the situations of phase rotation. 
For more details regarding the m-sequence code, Gold sequence code, and Barker 
code, please see Appendix B–D. 
 
3.2.3. OFDM frame synchronization performance results 
 In this section, the performance of the OFDM frame synchronization is shown 
for all methods. In addition, the functionality of the proposed method is confirmed by 
both simulation and experimental results.  
 
3.2.3.1 Simulation results 
 In this section, the system performance of the proposed algorithm for OFDM 
frame synchronization and IQ alignment is investigated by simulations using the 
setup described later. In this simulation, one OFDM symbol was defined by 288 
samples (FFT size of 256 + 32 in CP length). Each subcarrier is modulated by 4-
QAM. 128 subcarriers around the spectrum center are zero padded for oversampling. 
The sampling rate is set to 28 Gs/s. A fiber length of 1,000 km of standard single 
mode (SSM) fiber with a chromatic dispersion (CD) of 17 ps/(nm∙km) is assumed.  
Figures 3.11A and 3.11B show the correlation peak results of the conventional 
scheme from Schmidl and Cox, and the proposed method, respectively. In 
comparison with the conventional method, the proposed method shows a clearer 
correlation peak, even for a low OSNR of 14 dB observed for both I and Q 
components. Additionally, there is no plateau and only one correlation peak is 
detected.  
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A: The correlation peak of the widely used technique (Schmidl and Cox) 
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B: The correlation peak of the proposed method 
 
 
Figure 3.11. Correlation peak of the conventional scheme (A) and the proposed 
method (B). 
   
 Next, the correlation peak under CFO environment is studied. Hence, all the 
parameters are the same as in the previous setup, but a CFO of 100 MHz has been 
considered. Figures 3.12A and 3.12B plot the correlation peak results of the 
conventional and the proposed method for a CFO of 100 MHz. The proposed method 
still shows a clear correlation peak on both I and Q components. However, the curve 
around the base of the peak is getting bigger and the base is getting wider. 
Additionally, the maximum peak is also shifted to the left hand side by 1 step from 
the exact FFT window starting point, which is not a problem for the system 
performance because it is very simple to compensation in one-tap equalization unit. 
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A. The correlation peak of the Schmidl and Cox method. 
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B. The correlation peak of the proposed method. 
 
Figure 3.12. Correlation peak for a CFO of 100 MHz by (A) from Schmidl and Cox 
and (B) the proposed method. 
 
 
3.2.3.2 Experimental results 
 Figure 3.13 shows the experimental setup of the self-homodyne CO-OFDM.  
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Figure 3.13. Experimental setup for OFDM synchronization and IQ aligning. 
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 At the transmitter end, the OFDM symbol data are preprocessed in two 
synchronized Virtex-4 FPGAs for I and Q. The OFDM frame is generated as 
described in the simulation section. Then, the digital samples are converted into the 
analog domain by two Micram digital-to-analog converters at the rate of 5 Gs/s and a 
resolution of 6 bits. For electrical-optical (E/O) conversion, a Dual-Parallel Mach-
Zehnder Modulator (DPMZM) is used to modulate the 1550 nm light of an external 
cavity laser (ECL) with a specified linewidth of 150 kHz and 3 dBm launch power 
input for each optical fiber span. After transmission over the SSMF fiber, the signal is 
fed to a variable optical attenuator (VOA), followed by an erbium-doped fiber 
amplifier (EDFA) to add ASE noise. The polarization is manually controlled. At the 
receiver, the signal is mixed with a local oscillator laser using a polarization-diverse 
90° optical hybrid. Two differential photodiode pairs convert the signal from the 
optical to the electrical domain (O/E). After photodetection and linear amplification, I 
and Q are sampled and stored by an oscilloscope (TDS6804B) for offline processing. 
 Figures 3.14A and 3.14B show the correlation peak for the I and Q component 
of one OFDM frame at a received power of 14 dBm and 29 dBm, respectively, 
after passing through an optical fiber length of 160 km (about 2 spans). The proposed 
method shows a good performance under practical conditions even for a low received 
input power at 29 dBm. There is only one peak and no plateau.  
 
  
 
A: The correlation peak of the IQ components at the received power of 14 dBm. 
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B: The correlation peak of the IQ components at the received power of 29 dBm. 
 
Figure 3.14. Correlation peaks of the IQ components for the OFDM frame after 
160 km. 
   
 Next, the performance of the correlation peak under a CFO of 60 MHz is 
obtained. The OCS sequence and OFDM signal, which are induced by CFO, were 
programmed using Matlab and saved into FPGAs, as already discussed in the 
experimental setup. CFO is discussed in detail in the next section. 
 Figure 3.15 shows the IQ component correlation peakat the received powers 
of 29 dBm. After passing through the optical fiber length of 160 km, the proposed 
method still gives good performance even under CFO of 60 MHz. Again, there is 
only one peak and no plateau. However, the correlation curve is fluctuated. 
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Figure 3.15. Correlation peak of the IQ components for the OFDM frame 
synchronization under a CFO of 60 MHz. 
   
3.3 Carrier frequency offset 
Carrier frequency offset (CFO) is one issue that needs to be managed and 
corrected. In this section, the impact of CFO to OFDM communication systems is 
presented. Then, the proposed method for CFO compensation is given in the 
following section. Finally, to verify the proposed method, both simulation and 
experimental results are shown. 
 
3.3.1 Impacts of the carrier frequency offset  
 The CFO, which is generally caused by the local oscillator (LO), generates a 
frequency that is not exactly the same as the carrier from the transmitter. However, to 
making them the same is difficult because the lasers are sensitive to temperature and 
current, and the CFO can drift up to GHz region at the receiver after down-conversion 
to baseband [56]. Consequently, the frequency difference between transmitter laser 
and local oscillator generates CFO and that is denoted by offsetf , where
RxTxoffset fff  . Hence, Txf  
is the transmitter carrier frequency and Rxf  
is the 
receiver carrier frequency. In reality, the baseband signal must start at zero Hertz after 
down-conversion for the OFDM spectrum band. 
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 Normally, the CFO is normalized with the subcarrier spacing, denoted by kf , 
and CFO can be split into an integer part I , and a fractional part ~ . The quantities 
are expressed by koffset fIf )
~(  . The normalized CFO f  is given by [48, 56] 
 
 
),~(   I
f
f
f
k
offset
 (3.10) 
 
where 5.0~  . 
 The fractional CFO introduces ICI because all the main lobes of the subcarriers 
are leaked and added to each other as shown in Figure 3.16. Then, the signals of all 
subcarriers are no longer orthogonal to each other.  
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Figure 3.16. Subcarrier leaking owing to the frequency offset for an FFT size of 8. 
  
Figure 3.16 plots the spectrum magnitude of a subcarrier, which is induced by 
CFO. Hence, in this example, I=1 is assumed. The plot clearly shows that increasing 
the fractional CFO increases the leaking and adding power to the neighbor subcarriers. 
Then, ICI occurs. For 01.0~   and ,10.0  the magnitudes are little reduced and the 
base of the main sidelobe becomes wider.  
The integer CFO part does not cause ICI because there is no magnitude 
leaking to the neighbor subcarriers, rather the whole spectrum band is shifted by an 
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integer of I  where 2/...2/ CC NNI  . To recover the signal in each subcarrier 
correctly, they just needed to be shifted back. 
For further understanding of ICI due to fractional CFO, the mathematical 
expression is given below [49]: 
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where )(ny  is the input signal to the FFT unit and the optical channel impact is not 
considered. From Equation (3.11), the first term clearly denotes that both the phase 
and amplitude are distorted, while the second term is the result of interference 
between neighbor subcarriers. The interference causes a loss of orthogonality for all 
subcarriers. Therefore, this leads to disruption in phase and amplitude of the 
constellation points, as shown in Figure 3.15. 
Figure 3.17 illustrates a 16-QAM constellation which is distorted by ICI 
impact. The ~  is assigned to be 0.01, 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5. The result confirms that 
amplitude and phase are increasingly distorted and the constellation is also collapsed. 
Therefore, ICI is one cause of performance degradation of the OFDM modulation 
system in both wireless and optical communication systems. 
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 Figure 3.17. Phase and amplitude distortion owing to ICI for OFDM symbols, which 
are plotted in a 16-QAM constellation point mapping. 
 
3.3.2 Carrier frequency offset correction 
 There are two well-known methods for estimating the fractional CFO. One is 
the Schmidl and Cox method, which considers in the time domain. Reconnecting to 
Equation (3.9), the fractional CFO can be estimated by calculating the phase between 
the first and second parts of the training symbol, which is given by [48]  
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where  )(dRSC is given by Equation (3.5), and   is the angle operator. 
The second method is the Moose method, which considers in the frequency 
domain. Moose proposed transmitting two training OFDM identical symbols. By 
doing so, the fractional CFO is estimated as [55] 
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where 
1
Y  and 
2
Y  are the output signals of the FFT unit of the first and second TS and 
 *  stands for complex conjugate operator.  
 Unfortunately, those two methods can estimate only the fractional CFO which is 
only a few MHz. For large CFO, including both integer and fractional CFOs is 
beyond the range and they cannot be estimated.  
 To overcome this problem, the RF-pilot tone based method [5, 57] is used in 
this dissertation. Only one RF-pilot tone is needed. The method is that the RF-pilot is 
inserted by adding a DC offset to the signal at the transmitter side. As a result, after 
taking FFT, the DC offset will appear at the first FFT bin output at the receiver side, 
as can be seen in inset A on the top of the Figure 3.18. Hence, bin means a sub-
channel output index of FFT. 
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Figure 3.18. Proposed CFO compensation method for CO-OFDM. 
   
 By doing so, when the OFDM signal is passed through the CFO environment, 
the RF-pilot will be shifted, as shown in inset B of Figure 3.18. For implementing a 
filter to extract the RF-pilot tone, the filter bandwidth needs to be carefully selected 
and it is fixed in a certain band, but in reality, the CFO fluctuates by time. Generally, 
the filter bandwidth is in the hundred MHz region [58]. However, if the CFO is large 
and it can be increased up to the GHz range, then, the filter bandwidth may not be 
enough to cover such a large range. 
 To solve this problem at the receiver end, the CFO compensation should be 
done in two stages where the first one is rotating the whole frequency band back 
(integer CFO compensation) and the second is for fractional CFO compensation as 
shown in Figure 3.18. Obviously, from the first stage, it is possible to fix the center 
frequency of the filter to cancel the fractional CFO in the second stage. 
 From Figure 3.18, the integer offset is estimated by searching for the RF-pilot 
peak, peakI , by the absolute value (abs) from all the FFT bin, where the input signal is 
from the OFDM frame synchronization processing and the FFT size is the same as 
CN . Next, the frequency synthesizer generates the same frequency according to the 
FFT bin index that contains the RF-pilot peak and conjugated phase. Generally, for 
simple implementation of digital frequency synthesizer, a numerically controlled 
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oscillator (NCO) can be used [59-60]. The integer CFO, I, from the binth
 
index can be 
obtained by [56] 
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 Then, the generated frequency is multiplied by the received signal to cancel the 
integer CFO. 
 The second issue is the fractional CFO compensation. In this process, firstly, the 
RF-pilot is extracted by using a low pass filter. In this thesis, a small FFT size, such 
as 32- or 64-point, is used as a filter and takes the FFT output only from the first bin, 
as shown in the inset of Figure 3.18 (however, it is not necessary to use FFT as a filter 
but other types of the filters can be used as well). If the sampling rate is fixed, the 
filter bandwidth depends on the FFT size. Next, the extracted pilot is fed to the 
moving average (MA) filter in order to minimize noise and followed by taking the 
conjugate before multiplying it by the received signal in order to cancel the fractional 
CFO.  
 Note that in case of slow changing of CFO, after the integer CFO is acquired, it 
can be held and this process can be skipped to decrease the cancelling time. However, 
the fractional CFO compensation stage should be performed every time because this 
method can also be used for PN compensation, as discussed in [5]. 
 
3.3.3 Carrier frequency offset correction performance results 
 This section presents simulation and experimental results of the proposed 
compensation method. 
   
3.3.3.1 Simulation results 
 In this section, the performance of the proposed method is confirmed by 
simulation. The simulation parameters are the same as in Section 3.2.3.1, only the 
CFO is set to 2 GHz and the FFT size is increased to 1024 points in order to obtain 
more impact to the system. As a result, the frequency spacing is 27.343 MHz and the 
CFO is 73.149. Figure 3.19, shows the OFDM spectra for the case of the spectrum 
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band affected by CFO, which shifted to 74th bin owing to the integer CFO part, as 
shown in Figure 3.19A. After using the first stage, the whole spectrum is rotated back, 
as shown in Figure 3.19B. 
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                                  (A)                                                           (B) 
Figure 3.19. The simulation result of  
                   A: the shifted OFDM spectrum band due to CFO of 73.149.  
                   B: the back rotated spectrum band after the first stage.  
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Figure 3.20. BER versus the number of MA filter taps for simulation result.  
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 First, the impact of using MA filter taps (MFT) is considered. Figure 3.20 plots 
the bit error ratio (BER) versus the number of MFT. The MFT is varied by steps of 2
n
 
from 2 to 16. However, in Figure 3.20, there is started by MFT=0 which means that  
the estimated fractional CFO signal is unfiltered. It can be clearly seen that when the 
MFT is increased, the BER is significantly improved and the optimum MFT is 8 taps, 
especially for 16-QAM. The BER is decreased and reaches the minimum at 9.09·10
-5
 
for 4-QAM and 8.60·10
-4
 for 16-QAM. However, after the optimum taps are reached, 
the BER starts increasing again because the average estimated phase is getting away 
from the correct phase because the filter bandwidth is too narrow.  
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Figure 3.21. BER versus OSNR (dB) for simulation method.  
 
 Figure 3.21 plots the BER versus OSNR, which was varied in steps of 5 dB 
from 10 dB to 35 dB of 4-QAM and 16-QAM. The FFT size for the second stage 
filter is 64. As a result, the filter bandwidth for the second stage is fixed at 437 MHz. 
By the curves of using only the second stage, it can be seen that only the second stage 
is not enough to compensate for a wide range of CFO, but it also needs the first stage 
to rotate the whole spectrum back. BER of 9.09·10
-5
 and 8.60·10
-5
 for 4-QAM and 
16-QAM are achieved, respectively. Obviously, the proposed method can also 
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compensate for PN as discussed in [6, 58, 72] and in this simulation and the sum of 
laser linewidth of 1 MHz is used.  
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Figure 3.22. BER versus CFO where 4-QAM and 16-QAM are considered. 
  
 Figure 3.22 plots the BER against CFO which varies from 5 GHz to 5 GHz. 
The simulation setup is the same as shown in Figure 3.21. The OSNR of 25 dB and 
30 dB are set for 4-QAM and 16-QAM, respectively. As we can see, the CFO is 
greatly compensated from 2 GHz to 2 GHz. At the CFO 3 GHz and 3 GHz, the 
BER performance is slightly decreased. However, when the CFO is increased to 
±5 GHz, the BER is increased dramatically, but it is still below the forward error 
correction (FEC) limit. The proposed method can cover a very wide range of 
estimated CFO and is highly tolerant to PN. 
 
3.3.3.2 Experimental results 
 In this section, the system performance is confirmed by an experimental method. 
The experimental setup and parameters are the same as in Section 3.2.3.2, but the 
OFDM signal is given for a CFO of 9.216 (180 MHz).  
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 Figure 3.23A shows the absolute value (abs) of the FFT output. As can be seen, 
the RF-pilot is located at the 10th bin, which indicates the integer CFO. Figure 3.23B 
shows the abs of the FFT output after the received signal is compensated for integer 
CFO. The RF-pilot is rotated back to the DC subcarrier, which means that the integer 
CFO is completely compensated.  
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                                  (A)                                                           (B) 
Figure 3.23. The experimental result of  
                   A: the shifted OFDM spectrum due to CFO of 9.216.  
                   B: the rotated spectrum back after the first stage.  
 
 Next, the BER improvement of using an moving average (MA) filter is 
considered. Figure 3.24 presents the BER against the MFT. The MFT is varied the 
same way as in Figure 3.21 and again note that at the number MFT of 0 means, the 
MA filter is not applied. It is clearly seen that when the MFT is increased up to 8, the 
BER is slightly improved and the optimum MFTs is 8 taps, which is compatible to the 
simulation results. By using an MA filter, at the optimum MFTs taps, the BER of 
2.11∙10-4 and 7.61∙10-4 can be achieved for Rx input power of 29 dBm and 34 dBm, 
respectively. However, for the Rx input power of 34 dBm, after the optimum taps 
are reached, the BER starts increasing again because the estimated average phase gets 
far away from the correct phase  and the MA bandwidth is too small. 
 Without using MA filter, the BER is only 7.61∙10-4 and 1.2∙10-3 for Rx input 
power of 29 dBm and 34 dBm, respectively. However, all BER values are below 
the FEC limit. 
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Figure 3.24. Experimental BER versus the number of MA filter taps.  
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Figure 3.25. 4-QAM constellation after compensated for CFO.  
   
 Finally, the 4-QAM constellation at the Rx input power of 29 dBm is shown in 
Figure 3.25. The constellation points are not rotated and this means that CFO is 
cancelled. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 
Optical Channel Compensation and ISI Tolerance of 
the Cyclic Prefix Free OFDM 
 
4.1 Introduction 
       This chapter addresses another important technique which is necessary for the 
function of OFDM communication systems,  i.e. the optical channel impairment 
compensation. Both chromatic dispersion (CD) and random phase noise (PN) are 
considered in this dissertation, and they are compensated simultaneously. CD leads 
directly to intersymbol interference (ISI) when the cyclic prefix (CP) is not long 
enough, and PN directly creates intercarrier interference (ICI). Both degrade system 
performance. However, for long communication links, the accumulated CD becomes 
very large. Thus, a large CP is required, which may reduce the effective data rate 
andthe PN would become a more serious problem. Therefore, to address this issue, 
CP-free OFDM is investigated. However, ISI compensation must be employed on. To 
combat ISI, half and full window functions are investigated, as detailed and discussed 
in this chapter.   
 For channel equalization, generally, information from the transmitter side can 
facilitate channel estimation and compensation. Therefore, in this dissertation, the 
pilot-aided method is considered by distributed insertion of the known pilot data into 
some of the subcarriers to each OFDM symbol. At the receiver end, after OFDM 
frame synchronization and conversion back to the frequency domain, optical channel 
effect compensation follows. The compensation unit is called one-tap equalization, 
and it is the unit of consideration in this chapter, as shown in the gray block in Figure 
4.1.  
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Figure 4.1. The considered part of the receiver block considered in this chapter.  
   
4.2. Phase rotation due to CD and PN 
 The received time domain sample data distorted by PN and CD can be modeled 
in the time domain by  
 
  ),(~)()()()( nznpnnhnxny                                        (4.1) 
 
or in the frequency domain by [62] 
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where   is the convolution operator and the capital letter represents frequency 
domain and lower-case indicates time domain. )(ny  and )(kY  are the received 
samples, )(nx  and )(kX  are the constellation mappings. )(npn  and )(kPN  are the 
random phase noise. According to Equation 2.23, n
j
enpn
)(  which is generated by 
a Wiener random process with a zero mean and a fluctuation that depends on the 
variance svT  2 . The relation of )(kPN  and )(npn  can be expressed by [62] 
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 When there is no phase noise, 0  and )(kPN  becomes )(k . )(k is the 
Kronecker delta function,  






0,1
0,0
)(
k
k
k . Therefore, the second term of Equation 
(4.2) will be disappeared and the first term becomes )()()( kHkXkY  . In case of
)0(PN , it is called the common phase error term which affects every subcarrier [62]. 
)0(PN  is given by  
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 Finally, )(~ nz  and )(
~
kZ  are the ASE noise at the nth time domain sample and 
the kth subcarrier, respectively.  
 Hence, due to the consideration of only one optical polarization channel, only 
the CD is considered in this work. The transfer function of CD in the frequency 
domain can be obtained by [63]   
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where D  is the CD coefficient, L  is the length of the fiber, kf  is the frequency of the 
kth subcarrier, and cff  is the optical center frequency used for the transmitter and 
receiver. Then, examples of the phase responses of various fiber lengths are shown in 
Figure 4.2. 
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   C: Fiber length of 400 km (5 spans). 
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D: Fiber length of 800 km (10 spans). 
  
Figure 4.2. The angle rotation in radians with various fiber lengths.  
  
 Figure 4.2 plots the phase response of each subcarrier in the frequency domain, 
where the sampling rate is 20 Gs/s, FFT size is 256, and CD coefficient is 16 
ps/(nm∙km). The magnitude of the transfer function is the same for all fiber lengths as 
shown in Figure 4.2A. The rotating phasor for the fiber lengths of 80 km, 400 km, 
and 800 km are presented in Figures 4.2B–4.2D. It is shown that the longer cable 
causes more fluctuated phase rotation and it rotated within   to  . 
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     A: No CD effect. 
 
         B: Fiber length of 80 km (1 span). 
  
 
     C: Fiber length of 400 km (5 spans). 
 
     D: Fiber length of 800 km (10 spans). 
Figure 4.3. The 4-QAM constellation distorted by CD for various fiber lengths.  
   
 Figure 4.3 plots the 4-QAM constellation after demodulating OFDM symbols, 
which are distorted due to CD, the IFFT/FFT size is 256, and CP has 32 samples, and 
128 zeros are inserted onto the subcarriers around the middle of IFFT input for 
oversampling at the transmitter. The laser linewidth 100v kHz is used. The 
sampling rate and other parameters are the same as in Figure 4.2, but the ASE noise is 
still not considered. Figure 4.3A shows the original correct constellation diagram 
position, where the data points are located in 4 quadrants of the complex plane. From 
Figure 4.3B to Figure 4.3D, it can clearly be seen that the phase and amplitude are 
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distorted. For80 km, the degradation is insignificant. However, for 400 km and 800 
km, the demodulated symbol produces many phases and amplitudes which are 
distributed over the whole complex plane.  
 
 
A: Laser linewidth of 100 kHz. 
 
B: Laser linewidth of 500 kHz. 
 
C: Laser linewidth of 1000 kHz. 
 
    D: Laser linewidth of 2000 kHz. 
Figure 4.4. The 4-QAM constellation destroyed by various PN. 
  
 Figure 4.4 shows the 4-QAM constellation in which the OFDM symbols are 
distorted only by PN, where a sampling rate of 10 Gs/s and an FFT size of 256 are 
used. Laser linewidths of 100 kHz, 500 kHz, 1000 kHz and 2000 kHz are considered. 
The fiber length of 80 km is used. Again, the ASE noise is not considered.. From 
Figure 4.4A to Figure 4.4D, it can be seen that phase and amplitude are distorted due 
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to the PN, constellation diagram also produces many phases and amplitudes but these 
results are not distributed to the whole complex plane.  
 
4.3. Channel estimation and equalization  
 As already noted, both CD and PN  degrade the system performance. Thus, the 
channel coefficient must be estimated and compensated to recover the information 
signal. There are two main schemes for this: blind channel estimation (BCE) and 
pilot-aided channel estimation (PCE). For BCE, some statistical information of the 
optical channels is required and must be precalculated. Additionally, the 
computations are highly complex, as proposed in [64-66]. Consequently, in this thesis, 
the PCE is used because it has lower complexity and outperforms the BCE. However, 
it loses some pilot data or bandwidth for learning the channel coefficient, as explained 
in the next section. The information data refers to a transmitted constellation point in 
the complex plane, which is mapped from the input bit stream. The pilot data is the 
known constellation mapping. 
 
4.3.1 Pilot insertion technique  
 In the pilot insertion technique, the known data are inserted into various 
subcarriers of each OFDM symbol in the frequency domain at the transmitter part. 
The pilot can be inserted in two ways: the pilot is inserted into a non-rotation 
subcarrier index scheme or into a rotation subcarrier index scheme. The former is 
simpler and used in this dissertation. There are two types, called the Block type and 
Comb type [68-69], as shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6, respectively.  
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Figure 4.5. The Block type pilot insertion. 
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  For the Block type (or time type), certain special OFDM symbols are used as 
pilot symbol. All subcarriers are modulated by  known symbols, and no information 
data are transmitted within symbol. It is called the pilot OFDM symbol. Then, it is 
followed by some useful symbols, in which all subcarriers are modulated by useful 
information data. The information data are called information OFDM symbols. 
Normally, the OFDM pilot symbols are inserted uniformly between information 
OFDM symbols, for example every 10, 50, or 100 useful symbols. Obviously, if the 
channel response changes in the pilot symbol period, then the system cannot update 
or track the channel coefficients corresponding to the information OFDM symbols. 
Consequently, this type would not be appropriate. In particular, when large FFT size 
is considered, the OFDM symbol is increased in length. Therefore, the pilot symbol 
duration is also long which causes the channel response to be changed within the pilot 
symbol period. However, this type is widely used for learning optical communication 
channels [5-6, 10]. 
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Figure 4.6. The Comb type pilot insertion. 
 
 For the Comb type (or frequency type), the known pilots and useful information 
data are combined together in each OFDM symbol. The pilot data are inserted 
uniformly in every symbol, such as at every 8, 16, 32 subcarriers. In Figure 4.6, the 
pilots are added at every 4 data symbol. In each symbol, both are located at a certain 
position in every OFDM symbol.  
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 Obviously, this technique can be used to update the channel coefficients in a 
symbol-by-symbol manner without depending on the FFT size because the pilots are 
inserted at a certain subcarrier in every symbol. For a frequency-selective channel 
impact, such as the PMD effect discussed in Chapter 2, the Comb approach may not 
be suitable. However, if the pilot data are inserted closely enough between the 
subcarriers, the desired result should still be achieved. In addition, the Comb type can 
also compensate for both CD and PN simultaneously and can be traced symbol by 
symbol. 
 The lattice type is a combination of the two previous schemes, developed by 
inserting the pilots both in the Comp and Block types, as shown in Figure 4.7. In 
every OFDM symbol, the pilot insertion is shifted by a fixed length, although the 
pilot duration between the information data is not changed. Hence, if the channel 
response is slow enough and the estimated data from the pilot can be saved from 
every symbol, the channel response of all subcarriers can be estimated perfectly. This 
would enable it to keep track of the time-varying and frequency-selective channel 
impacts. However, this gives rise to a very complex system. 
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Figure 4.7. The lattice type pilot insertion. 
 
  To track the channel coefficient and obtain a simple implementation, the 
Comb-type approach is used in this thesis. The pilot data subcarrier indexes and the 
information data subcarrier indexes can be combined together. The pilot and useful 
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information are set into a group, and each OFDM symbol contains many groups, 
where each group can be expressed by [68]  
  
    ,
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where X  is the data, which can be either pilot or information data (useful data) in 
each kth subcarrier index. pX  
is the pilot data. L  is the pilot duration length between 
the information data and 1...0  Lm  is the subcarrier index in each group of 
information data and pilot data.  
 For clear understanding, an example of pilot and information data position for 
each OFDM symbol is given. The parameters for the following example are set:
16CN  and 4L . Hence, pN  is 44/16  , 3...0l , and 3...0m . From Figure 
4.6 and Equation (4.4), an example of the pilot and information data position in each 
OFDM symbol can be determined from Figure 4.8. 
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Figure 4.8. An example of pilot data and information data location in 
                   an OFDM symbol. 
 
4.3.2. Estimation and compensation of channel coefficients 
 The estimation and equalization of channel distortions at the receiver are 
detailed in this section. Many techniques are used for this purpose, including least-
square (LS) [49], least-mean-square error (LMSE) [49], and minimum-mean-square-
error (MMSE) [48]. However, the LMSE and MMSE must know the actual channel 
statistics to carry out the mean error computations. Such an action is either impossible 
or very difficult to implement in practice. Therefore, in this dissertation, the LS is 
considered because it is simple to implement in terms of hardware. The LS method 
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identifies the channel coefficients, Hˆ , that minimizes the cost function, as expressed 
by [49] 
 
HXXHYXHHXYYY
HXYHXY
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)ˆ()ˆ(
ˆ)ˆ(
2
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H
J
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(4.7) 
 
where   is the norm operator and  H  is the Hermitian transpose. For simplicity, the 
subcarrier index indicator is dropped in Equation (4.5) and a bold font is used to 
indicate the matrix and vector quantity instead. Hence, XHY   where X  is the 
constellation mapping which can be defined by a diagonal matrix 
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where PN  is the number of pilot subcarriers used in each OFDM symbol and 
 TPNHHHH )1(ˆ)2(ˆ)1(ˆ)0(ˆˆ  H is a vector of channel coefficients. 
 TPNYYYY )1()2()1()0(  Y  is a received signal vector. From Equation 
(4.5), since X is diagonal matrix and by ordinary matrix multiplication, the 
flowinging are obtained by,  
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 By combining Equations (4.9A) to (4.9D), )ˆ(HJ  can be given by 
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 Then, the next step is to take the derivative of Equation (4.10) with respect to 
)(ˆ kH , followed by setting the derivative equal to zero, given as 
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 Finally, the LS channel estimation for each subcarrier developed using the LS 
method is [49, 68] 
 
1)()()(ˆ  kXkYkH . (4.12) 
 
 Here, we can see that if )(kY is the received kth subcarrier that contains pilot 
data and pXkX )( , the optical channel coefficients can be extracted using the pilot 
aided method by Equation (4.10).  
 
4.3.2.1 Interpolation method 
 Reconnecting to the Comb-type pilot insertion, pHˆ , is available only for the 
subcarriers containing the known pilot data and not for the subcarriers containing the 
useful information data. Therefore, all subcarriers that contain useful information 
must be also estimated. This is achieved by interpolation. In this dissertation focuses 
on two schemes, namely, linear interpolation (LI) (first order interpolation) and non-
linear interpolation (NLI) (second order interpolation). The LI method can be 
expressed as [68-69]  
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where        . Alternatively, NLI can be given by 
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(4.17) 
   
 The linear and second order interpolation method interpolate the estimated 
optical channel coefficients from LS method between )(ˆ mH  and )1(ˆ mH . The 
linear interpolation gives only a straight line between them while the second order 
gives a smooth asymmetrical curve. Another interesting interpolation is cubic spline 
interpolation which can give a smoother curve than those two methods owing to the 
existence of the first order and the second order derivative in calculation process at 
each data point [69-70]. Therefore, it is more complicated to implement in hardware 
when compared with the linear and second order interpolation and is beyond the 
scope of this dissertation.  Figure 4.9 shows an example of the three interpolation 
methods. 
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Figure 4.9. An example of interoperated curve by various interpolation methods. 
 
 As can be seen in Figure 4.9, each interpolated curve shows different tracking 
of the actual behavior such that its performance can be measured by calculating the 
mean square error (MSE) [70], given by 
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ii EE
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where M is the length of data, iEˆ  is the interpolated data and E  is the actual behavior 
data. The MSE performances are shown in Table 4.1. 
 
 
Table 4.1. Comparison MSE of Figure 4.9 
 
Linear 
interpolation 
Second order 
interpolation 
Cubic spline 
interpolation 
MSE  0.0184 0.0215 0.0198 
 
 From Table 4.1 it can be seen that the linear interpolation method gives the best 
MSE. However, different actual behavior may gives different MSE performance on 
each interpolation method. Therefore, each interpolation method may have 
suboptimum performance for different optical channel effect as shown in Figure 4.16. 
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 Finally, to recover the information data back, the estimated channel )(ˆ kH  must 
be applied to the received OFDM symbol to mitigate the optical channel effect, which 
is given by    
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 From Equation (4.19), if )(ˆ kH  is perfectly estimated, the accuracy of Xˆ  is 
dependent on the noise power.   
   
4.3.2.2 Common phase error method 
 The common phase error (CPE) [9-10] method is widely used for phase 
estimation and compensation. According to known pilot insertion, which is also 
inserted similar to Comb type, as discussed in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2.2, the 
calculation phase error for the CPE method is given by [9-10, 12]  
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(4.20) 
 
where  is the phase angle operator, )(kYP  
is the received pilot data on the kth 
subcarrier, )(kX P  
is the known pilot data on the kth subcarrier, and PN  is the 
number of pilot, P, subcarriers used in each OFDM symbol. Finally, the compensation 
for phase rotation of the received useful information data for each kth subcarrier is 
given as  
 
.,...,1,ˆ)()(ˆ * CCPE NkHkYkX   (4.21) 
 
4.3.3. Experimental setup of channel compensation 
 Figure 4.10 shows an experimental setup for optical channel compensation of 
the self-homodyne CO-OFDM, which is the same as that described in Chapter 3. The 
blue box is considered in this chapter.   
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Figure 4.10. The experimental setup for channel compensation of CO-OFDM. 
  
 Again, at the transmitter end, the OFDM data are preprocessed in Matlab and 
then stored in two synchronized Virtex-4 FPGAs for I and Q. The OFDM frame is 
generated, consisting of 32 training sequence (TS) (OCS symbol) samples for frame 
synchronization, followed by 167 OFDM symbols. In one OFDM symbol, each 
subcarrier is modulated by 4-QAM. 128 subcarriers around the center of the spectrum 
are modulated with zeros for oversampling. The pilot data are inserted at each 16th 
position in the information data. 
 The digital samples from the two FPGAs are converted to the analog domain 
using two Micram digital-to-analog converters at 5 Gs/s (200 ps) with a resolution of 
6 bits. Therefore, each OFDM symbol length is 57,600 ps (288 × 200 ps). For E/O 
conversion, a Dual-Parallel Mach-Zehnder Modulator (DPMZM) is used to modulate 
the 1550 nm light of an external cavity laser (ECL) with a specified linewidth of 
approximately 150 kHz. Then, the light is transmitted over a standard single mode 
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fiber. For each fiber span, the signal is amplified by the EDFA in between. 
Additionally, for each fiber span, the launch power is 3 dBm.  
 At the receiver end, the signal is attenuated by a variable optical attenuator 
(VOA) followed by an EDFA. The polarization between transmitter and receiver is 
controlled manually. The received signal is demodulated by a 90° optical hybrid. Two 
differential photodiode pairs convert the optical signals into electrical signals (O/E). 
The received I and Q signals are sampled and stored by an oscilloscope (TDS6804B) 
for subsequent offline processing.  
 Inside the offline processing unit, for recovering the information, the OFDM 
frames are synchronized by the method discussed in Chapter 3. Then, the QCS and 
CP are removed. The channel effects are mitigate, mainly including the CD and PN, 
which are cancelled in the frequency domain, after the FFT, by following Equations 
(4.10)–(4.15). Finally, the 4-QAM de-mapping and bit error ratio (BER) calculation 
steps are performed, where the BER is shown in the next section. 
   
4.3.4. Experimental results of channel compensation 
 To confirm the proposed methods, the experimental results are shown in this 
section. Figure 4.11 plots a comparison of the BER of the OFDM signal after passing 
320 km. SSMF is used for all three methods of error compensation. With a pilot after 
every 16 useful data subcarriers, the proposed methods clearly outperform CPE. In 
addition, the first order interpolation gives better BER than the second order 
interpolation. As an example, for Rx input power of 24 dBm, a BER of 3.2∙10-5 can 
be achieved for the first order interpolation, 4.5∙10-4 for second order interpolation, 
and 4.8∙10-2 for the CPE method.   
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Figure 4.11. BER comparison of the various estimated phase methods. 
  
 Figure 4.12 shows the reason that the second order interpolation and the CPE 
method give less favorable BER. We can see that some points of the interpolated 
phase error between the two adjacent pilot data by the second order (green line) 
cannot be traced through the middle of the phase error fluctuation angle (blue line) 
and some points of that is far away. In addition, the second order interpolation curve 
is smooth and asymmetric while error phase fluctuation on Figure 4.12 is sharp and 
fast, so it would be a reason of worse BER for short transmission lengths but in case 
of long-haul transmission it would give better BER as shown in Figure 4.16. 
 For the CPE method, the maximum likelihood (MLH) [10] (please refer to 
Section 4.3.2.2) of the estimated angle is calculated from all the pilot data, and the 
result gives the mean value (yellow line). In addition, it is used for compensating all 
the subcarriers. Consequently, the estimated phase for both methods is far from the 
true phase angle.  
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Figure 4.12. A comparison of the phase fluctuation tracking for the various 
estimation approaches. 
 
 Next, Figure 4.13 shows a comparison of the BER in terms of fiber length. The 
lengths of 160 km and 320 km are shown. A BER of 1.6∙10-6 can be achieved for 
160 km, while a value of 3.2∙10-5 is obtained for 320 km.  
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Figure 4.13. A comparison of the BER in terms of the optical fiber length for linear 
interpolation (first order interpolation). 
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 Next, Figures 4.14 and 4.15 show the 4-QAM constellations at the receiver 
without and with phase compensation at the Rx input power at 19 dBm and 
34 dBm for 160 km and 320 km, respectively.  
 
 
A: Without compensation at an Rx input    
     power of 19 dBm 
 
 
B: With compensation at an Rx input  
     power of 19 dBm 
 
 
C: Without compensation at an Rx input  
     power of 34 dBm 
 
 D: With compensation at an Rx input  
      power of 34 dBm 
 
Figure 4.14. The 4-QAM constellations without and with compensation for the 
channel effect at 160 km of fiber length. 
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A: Without compensation at an Rx input  
     power of 19 dBm 
 
 
B: With compensation at an Rx input   
     power of 19 dBm 
 
 
C: Without compensation at an Rx input  
     power of 34 dBm 
 
 A: With compensation at an Rx input  
      power of 34 dBm 
 
Figure 4.15. The 4-QAM constellations with and without compensation for the 
channel effect at 320 km of fiber length. 
  
 From Figures 4.14 and 4.15, it can be confirmed that the channel effect is 
compensated for both 160 km and 320 km of fiber length. The constellation is not 
rotated or distributed over the complex plane. However, owing to the higher ASE 
noise, the constellation points increase in size. 
 However, due to the limitation of the experimental setup, we extend the 
investigation by using a simulation method. The sampling rate is increased up to 
28 Gs/s, the laser linewidth is 200 kHz, and the optical signal to noise ratio (OSNR) is 
25 dB. We vary the length of the fiber, which is represented by the number of spans. 
Each span consists of 80 km SSMF with a CD coefficient of 17 ps/(mn∙km). 
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Figure 4.16. BER comparison of the various estimated phase methods for various 
optical fiber length. 
 
 Figure 4.16 shows the BER results over several numbers of spans where 16-
QAM is used. At the forward error correction (FEC) limit, a fiber length of 1040 km 
(13 spans) can be achieved for second order interpolation method. It is also observed 
that the second order interpolation gives better BER when the cable is longer than 
5 spans, because the second order interpolation can be better fitted to the phase 
rotation from CD. On the other hand, when the cable is shorter than 5 spans, the curve 
of the phase rotation is low so that the second order interpolation loses tracking. 
Therefore, the linear interpolation gives better BER.  
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4.4 Interference tolerance of the cyclic-prefix-free OFDM symbol 
       Generally, owing to the dispersive channel, the CD effect in particular results in 
overlapped and added OFDM symbols. Thus, ISI occurs for CP-free OFDM symbols, 
as show in an example in Figure 4.17. 
 
(l-1)th OFDM symbol (j)th OFDM symbol (j+1)th OFDM symbol
Time domain
ISI ISI
 
Figure 4.17. The ISI behavior of the CP-free OFDM communication in the time 
domain. 
 
 Therefore, to get rid of the ISI effect, we propose a window function with an 
exponential decay at one side and at both sides of each OFDM symbol. The window 
function for the one side is given by [72]  
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(4.22) 
 
and this is called half windowing, where w is the window size. Full window function 
(both sides of each OFDM symbol) is given by [73-74] 
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(4.23) 
 
 The example for 16w  is shown in Figure 4.18. 
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Figure 4.18. Illustration of the window function decay curve when 16w  is used. 
 
 After windowing using the half window function, each OFDM will look similar 
to Figure 4.19, 
 
(l-1)th OFDM symbol (l)th OFDM symbol (l+1)th OFDM symbol
Time domain
 
 
Figure 4.19. The half window scheme for each OFDM symbol at the transmitter.  
 
and the case  for full windowing scheme is shown in Figure 4.20. 
 
(l-1)th OFDM symbol (l)th OFDM symbol (l+1)th OFDM symbol
Time domain
 
Figure 4.20. The full window scheme for each OFDM symbol at the transmitter.  
 
 Then the windowed OFDM symbols are transmitted through the channel, and 
the received signal would look similar to the image in Figure 4.21.  
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Time domain
(l-1)th OFDM symbol (l)th OFDM symbol (l+1)th OFDM symbol
 
Figure 4.21. The OFDM symbol at the receiver after windowing.  
 
 Comparing Figure 4.21 with Figure 4.17, Figure 4.21 shows less overlapped 
and added area for each OFDM symbol. That would result in  more tolerance to ISI. 
However, due to the OFDM signal, which is the combination of many frequencies, 
the signal is truncated in time domain by window function, and so the sinusoidal of 
each frequency will be truncated as well. Therefore, the OFDM power spectra will be 
shifted, as depicted in Figure 4.22. As a result, the subcarrier orthogonallity will be 
destroyed when the length of the window function becomes large. However, the data 
on each subcarrier can be completely demodulated by FFT calculation at the receiver 
side if the truncation is not too large when compared with the FFT size [74]. 
Without truncated
After truncated
sT/1
f
 
 
Figure 4.22. The OFDM power spectra after applying window function. 
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4.5 Experimental results of CP-free CO-OFDM 
 In this section, the experimental results for CP-free OFDM are discussed. The 
experimental setup is the same as that detailed in Section 4.3.3. Figure 4.23 shows 
four BER curves, denoted as   
 - the normal OFDM symbol (NOS) including a CP of 32 samples;  
 - the half and full window function with 8w  scheme of the CP-free OFDM, 
which are denoted by HWCPF and FWCPF, respectively; and 
 - the normal CP-free (NCPF) OFDM (without windowing). 
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Figure 4.23. BER versus Rx input power with various OFDM symbol types. 
 
 From Figure 4.23, by comparing NCPF, HWCPF and FWCPF, it can be 
concluded that the performance is significantly improved when both half window and 
full window are applied. As expected, FWCPE gives slightly better BER than NOS. 
However, NOS still achieves better BER than HWCPF. 
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Figure 4.24. The BER with various Rx input powers and  various window functions. 
 
 Figure 4.24 presents a system performance comparison of various windowing 
methods. Two window sizes of 8w  and 16w for half and full windowing are 
investigated. The BER shows a significant improvement with a full window of size 
16w  with full , while the half window gives a slightly worse BER at the Rx power 
input from 44 dBm to 34 dBm. However, full window with 8w  and 16w give 
almost the same BER at the Rx inputs power from 34 dBm to 19 dBm. For 
example, at the Rx input power of 29 dBm and 16w , the BER of 5.79∙10
-5
 is 
obtained for half windowing, while a value of 3.24∙10-5 can be achieved for full 
windowing. 
 In addition, to improve the system performance, the moving average filter 
(MAF) is applied. It is located in the one-tap equalization, which is in between the 
channel impulse response extraction and the compensation unit, as shown in Figure 
4.25. 
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Figure 4.25. The improved channel estimation and compensation method using the 
MAF in the one-tap equalization unit. 
 
 Next, let ),(ˆ dkH  be  the estimated channel coefficient at  the kth subcarrier on  
the dth OFDM symbol.  Then, the MAF is given by  
 
,),(ˆ
1
),(ˆ
1
0




ftL
mft
MAF mdkH
L
dkH  (4.24) 
 
where, ),(ˆ dkHMAF  is the MAF of ),(
ˆ dkH  and ftL  is the number of filter taps. By 
Equations (4.10)-(4.15), ),(ˆ dkHMAF  is used to compensate for the optical channel 
distortion. For efficient hardware implementation, the number of filter taps should be 
selected as a power of 2, where ftL = 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 taps are considered.  
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Figure 4.26. BER improvement by MAF for various Rx input power values. 
 
 Figure 4.26 presents the performance of the system improved by the MA filter. 
It can be clearly seen that for the filter taps L of 4, 8, and 16 at the RX input power of 
34 dBm, the system is BER-free. For the RX input power of 39 dBm and 44 dBm, 
by increasing the number of filter taps up to L = 4, it shows a significant BER 
improvement. A further increase shows a slightly better result. For example, at  L = 
16, the BER is improved from 1.18∙10-3 to 2.31∙10-4 for the RX input power of 
39 dBm. 
 It is observed that if we consider the length of window function w which acts as 
the length of CP, the achieved of communication distance is not so much when 
compared with using normal CP because of the fact that if w is too large, the loss of 
orthogonality of subcarriers is high. It degrades the system performance. 
 However, the achieved efficiency of OFDM symbols can be 100%, with no 
power loss due to adding a CP. Therefore, transmission rate and effective bandwidth 
are higher. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 
Conclusion and Discussion 
 
 This dissertation has presented two main issues of coherent optical orthogonal 
frequency division multiplexing (CO-OFDM) receiver. The first one is the 
synchronization unit and the other is the optical channel distortion compensation unit.
 For synchronization, the starting point of a FFT window and the carrier 
frequency offset (CFO) were explored. In comparison with the conventional and the 
widely used approach by Schmidl and Cox, the proposed method using orthogonal-
code-aided method was found to be simpler and more accurate for FFT window 
synchronization technique. Simulation and experimental results demonstrated that the 
proposed method outperforms the alternative approach in terms of both hardware 
efficiency and system performance. Next, CFO effect must be cancelled. The two 
steps RF-pilot based method has been proposed. Only one RF-pilot tone is used. The 
proposed procedure can achieve a wide range of frequency offset estimation and 
higher OFDM frame efficiency. 
 The optical channel compensation unit is used to cancel the error phasor owning 
to the optical channel impacts. The optical channel effect of phase noise (PN) and 
chromatic dispersion (CD) are considered in this thesis. The pilot-aided optical 
channel compensation had been proposed. The known pilot is uniformly distributed to 
every OFDM symbol at the transmitter. Then, the channel coefficient is extracted 
from the known pilot at the receiver. Two interpolation methods are used for 
interpolating the estimated channel coefficients between the adjacent of the pilot data. 
The first one is linear interpolation and the second is second order interpolation. The 
proposed methods has been confirmed by both simulation and experimental. In 
addition, when comparing against the conventional OFDM, this approach exhibits an 
enhanced OFDM frame efficiency in addition to retention of the system performance.  
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 Furthermore, intersymbol interference (ISI) in long haul optical 
communications becomes a serious problem such that the cyclic prefix (CP) also 
becomes large to neglect the ISI. However, CP reduces the effective communication 
speed. Therefore, to increase the effective communication speed while reducing the 
ISI effect, the CP-free OFDM symbol with applying window function has been 
considered. Experimental results indicated that the CP-free OFDM symbol with 
applying window function presents a significant improvement in terms of the system 
performance. Additionally, we found that the CP-free OFDM symbol with use of full 
window function yields a system performance of value nearly similar to that of the 
normal OFDM symbol operation at low Rx input powers. 
 However, for convenience purpose, only self-homodyne CO-OFDM detection 
has been studied for experimental measurements. In practical systems, heterodyne 
and polarization division multiplexing (PDM) detection are used. To make them 
compatible with this present work, it requires more modules to solve some other 
problems. This is a very sophisticated system and it can be a challenging topic in the 
future.  
 Finally, from the entire proposed scheme, this dissertation has presented a 
powerful and simple algorithm enabling proper performance of CO-OFDM, which 
can be implemented in hardware such as FPGA and ASIC. Therefore, in future work, 
the proposed method should be implemented in terms of the necessary hardware. 
However, the digital bit resolution for processing inside the FPGA or ASIC should 
also be considered. In additional, the fiber non-linearity was not taken into account in 
this thesis. Thus, for long haul optical communication distances, the non-linearity 
effect should be focused, which remains unclear or very complex to compensate in 
digital domain.  
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APPENDIX A 
 
 Mach-Zehnder-Modulator 
 
 Mach-Zehnder-Modulator (MZM) is an optical modulator and the equivalent 
physical model is shown in Figure A1. 
)(tEin )(tEout
)(tvb
)(tva
Electrode 
 
Figure A1. Schematic of optical Mach-Zehnder modulator. 
 
 Assuming that the insertion loss is free, the input and output relationship can 
be given by [74] 
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where )(tva  and )(tvb  are the external voltage source. 1V  and  2V  are the control 
voltage to obtain phase shift of   in between upper and lower arms. Hence, if 
)()()( tvtvtv eba   and  VVV  21  are obtained, a pure phase modulation is given 
and its input and output relation is expressed by 
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however, if 2/)()()( tvtvtv eba   and  VVV  21 , the MZM is operated as a pure 
amplitude modulation. The input and output relation  can be given by 
,
2
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or expressed in power by 
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Therefore, if two MZMs are combined with a pure phase difference, the fully 
descriptive phase and amplitude can be achieved. In this case, it is called optical IQ 
modulator as shown in Figure A2.  
2/Vvepm 
)(tEin )(tEout
Electrode 
)(tva
)(tvb  
 
Figure A2. The optical IQ modulator operated as a combination of two MZMs. 
 
From Figure A2, by assuming that the insertion loss is free and driving of the 
phase modulation unit is accomplished by 2/VVepm  , then the relationship 
between the input and output is given by [74], 
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and the amplitude modulation )(tA  and phase modulation )(t  from the IQ 
modulation are calculated by Equation (A6) and  Equation (A7), respectively. 
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where angle  is phase calculation operator. In addition, MZM is worked at minimum 
transition point when compared with epmV [74]. 
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APPENDIX B 
 
The Gold code 
 
 The Gold code is built from two maximal length sequences (m-sequence) or 
pseudo-noise (PN) generators, both of which are reduced to a modulo-2 operation, as 
shown in Figure B [26]. 
 
X1 X2 X3
X3X2X1
P1= X
3 X 2+ +1
X 2 X 1 1P2= + +
 1     0     1     1     0     0     1
 1     1     0     0     0     0     0
 0     0     1     0     0     1     0
  1     1     1     0     1     1     1
 0     1     1     1     1     0     0
 0     1     0     1     0     1     1
Sequence 1 :
Sequence 2 :
Sequence 3 :
Sequence 4 :
Sequence 5 :
Sequence 6 :
G(P1,P2)
m-sequence generator 1 with
m-sequence generator 2 with
 
Figure B. An example of the Gold code generator.  
  
 In Figure B, the two m-sequence codes are called the preferred pair [26], 
which is denoted by P1 and P2.  The length of the code sequence is denoted by
22  MC , where M is the number of the shift register. In this case, C=6. The code 
is constrained to 0 and 1. 
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APPENDIX C 
 
The Barker code 
 
 The Barker code is another widely used code in direct-sequence spread 
spectrum (DSSS) in IEEE802.11b WLAN and radar systems [26]. This code is 
different from the Gold code in that it consists of only -1 and 1. Additionally, it is a 
short form of the PN code, but the correlation sidelobes are lower. The length is 
mostly 13, but can begin from 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 11 and 13. The codes are listed in the 
following table [55] 
     
                                     Table C: The Barker code sequence 
Length Code 
1 -1 
2 -1  1 
3 -1 -1  1 
4 -1 -1  1 -1 
5 -1 -1 -1  1 -1 
7 -1 -1 -1  1  1 -1  1 
11 -1 -1 -1  1  1  1 -1   1  1 -1  1 
13 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1   1 -1 -1  1 -1  1 -1 
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APPENDIX D 
 
The code used in this thesis 
 
However, in this thesis, a modification of the Gold code and Barker code is 
used. The sequence contains 1 and -1, similar to the Baker code. Hence, the I and Q 
channels are shifted 1 bit by adding bit 0 to Q at the first bit and adding bit 0 to the 
end of channel I. The code length is 32 bits in total. Finally, channel I is 
1  1 -1 -1 -1  1  1 -1  1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1  1  1 -1  1 -1  1   1  1  1 -1   1  1 -1 -1 -1 -1  1 0 
and channel Q is  
0 -1 -1 -1 -1  1  1 -1 -1 -1  1  1  1 -1 -1  1 -1 -1  1 -1  -1  1  1 -1  1  1  1  1 -1  1 -1  1 
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Figure D. The correlation peak between the I channel (left) and 
  the Q channel (right). 
 
 Figure D presents the correlation peaks of the proposed code for the I and Q 
channels. The peak is high, and the sidelobes are low, i.e., lower than the a half of the 
peak. 
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Some importance glossaries 
 
Variable Unit Description 
 
nf  
 
Hz 
 
Frequency on each nth subcarrier 
offsetf  Hz Frequency offset between transmitter and receiver 
Txf  Hz Frequency at the transmitter 
Rxf  Hz Frequency at the receiver 
CN   Number of IFFT/FFT size 
nf  Hz Frequency spacing 
sT  s Sampling rate 
kd   Constellation diagram point 
T  s Symbol period 
CPN   Number of cyclic prefix 
symN   Total length of one complete OFDM symbol 
pN   Number of pilot data 
ufN   Number of useful data 
a~  V Electrical drive signal of upper MZM 
b
~
 V Electrical drive signal of lower MZM 
sE  V/m Electrical field of the transmitter laser 
uE  V/m Input electrical field into the upper MZM 
sE  V/m Input electrical field into the lower MZM 
aE  V/m Output electrical field of the upper MZM 
bE  V/m Output electrical field of the lower MZM 
TXE  V/m Output electrical field of the optical transmitter 
   In-phase component 
   Quadrature component 
sP  W Optical power of the transmitter laser 
s  rad Angular signal frequency 
s  rad Signal phase 
rE  V/m Received electrical field of the optical signal 
LOE  V/m Electrical field of the local oscillator 
n~   Noise variable 
IF  rad Angular carrier frequency 
  rad Signal phase different between Tx and Rx 
R  A/W Photodiode responsivity 
  m Wavelength 
D  ps/(nm·km) Chromatic dispersion coefficient 
v  Hz Laser linewidth 
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2   Variance of laser phase noise 
   Propagation constant 
CD   The pulse broadening owning to CD 
n   Timing offset in simple 
L   Number of overlap and add in sample 
Hˆ   Estimated channel coefficients  
pHˆ  
 Estimated channel coefficients on the pilot data 
CPEHˆ  
 Estimated phase by using CPE method 
MAFHˆ  
 Estimated channel coefficients after applying MA 
filter 
halfg   Half window function 
fullg   Full window function 
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Some importance acronyms and abbreviations 
 
Abbreviations Description 
 
IPTV 
 
Internet protocol television 
FTTH Fiber-to-the-home 
WDM Wavelength division multiplexing 
QAM Quadrature amplitude modulation 
QPSK Quadrature phase-shift keying 
BPSK Binary phase-shift keying 
CD Chromatic dispersion 
PMD Polarization mode dispersion 
SC Single carrier 
RF Radio frequency 
OFDM Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing 
CP Cyclic prefix 
DIFT Discrete invert Fourier transform 
DFT Discrete Fourier transform 
CFO Carrier frequency offset 
SCFO Sampling clock frequency offset 
ISI Intersymbol interference 
ICI Intercarrier interference 
TS Training Symbol 
CPE Common phase error 
PN Phase noise 
ASE Amplified spontaneous emission 
IFFT Invert fast invert Fourier transform 
FFT Fast invert Fourier transform 
FDM Frequency division multiplexing 
GFB Guard band frequency 
ADC Analong to digital convertor 
DAC Digital to analong convertor 
CIR Channel impulse response 
PAPR Peak to average power ratio 
DSP Digital signal processing 
MZM Mach-Zehnder modulator 
Tx Transmitter 
Rx Receiver 
DGD Differential group delay 
SOP State of polarization 
EDFA Erbium doped fiber amplifier 
AWGN Additive white Gaussian noise 
OSNR Optical signal to noise ratio 
dB Decibel 
FWHM Full width at half-maximum  
ITU-T 
International Telecommunication Union -Telecommunication 
Standardization Sector 
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VOA Variable optical attenuator 
LO Local oscillator 
MAF Moving average filter 
LS Least-square  
ECL External cavity laser 
SSMF Standard single-mode optical fiber 
MLH Maximum likelihood 
FEC Forward error control 
BER Bit error rate 
FPGA Field programmable gate array 
ASIC Application specific Integrated Circuit 
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